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Abstract: We introduce a class of stochastic models of particles on the cubic lat-
tice TLd with velocities and study the hydrodynamical limit on the diffusive space-
time scale. Assuming special initial conditions corresponding to the incompressible
regime, we prove that in dimension d ^ 3 there is a law of large numbers for
the empirical density and the rescaled empirical velocity field. Moreover the limit
fields satisfy the corresponding incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, with vis-
cosity matrices characterized by a variational formula, formally equivalent to the
Green-Kubo formula.

1. Introduction

One of the main open problems in nonequilibrium statistical physics is the deriva-
tion of the hydrodynamical equations of fluids from the microscopic Hamiltonian
dynamics. The main fluid equations are the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler
equations. The Euler equations represent the conservation of macroscopic mass,
energy and momentum and have an obvious hyperbolic scaling invariance

x —>• α c, t —> at. (l l)

The Navier-Stokes equations are more complicated and have no obvious scaling.
They are given by correcting the Euler equations with viscous terms described by
second order derivatives of conserved quantities such as energy, momentum and
mass. In the incompressible regime, the Navier-Stokes equations become

άivu = 0,

dtu + u Vu + Vp = vAu (1.2)
with u the velocity field, p the pressure and v > 0 the kinematic viscosity.
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Since Euler and Navier-Stokes equations involve macroscopic quantities, deriva-
tions of these equations from microscopic Hamiltonian dynamics are understood in
the sense of law of large numbers, as the number of particles tends to infinity. We
fix the space and time scales by choosing the typical interparticle distance as the
unit length scale and the mean free time of particles as unit time scale. Suppose
the range of molecular interactions are of the order of the typical interparticle dis-
tance. Then each particle typically interacts with an at most finite number of nearby
particles. Let ε denote the ratio between the microscopic and macroscopic length
units. In order that particles travel a unit macroscopic length in a unit macroscopic
time, the macroscopic time scale is chosen to be ε~lt. The derivation of Euler equa-
tions can be stated as proving that the Euler equations are exact in the scaling limit
x —> ε~lx, t —> ε~lt. This scaling is usually called the Euler scale or hyperbolic
scaling.

We now sketch Morrey's idea [1] for the derivation of the Euler equations. Since
the Hamiltonian dynamics is conservative, the time derivatives of conserved quanti-
ties are given by microscopic conservation laws characterized by the corresponding
microscopic currents. The currents involve microscopic interactions of particles and
are not functions of local conserved quantities. To obtain closed equations, one has
to represent these currents as functions of the local conserved quantities through
some law of large numbers. If we assume that the system is locally in equilibrium
and described by Gibbs states characterized by local conserved quantities, from the
law of large numbers for Gibbs states these currents can be replaced by their expec-
tations with respect to Gibbs states depending on local conserved quantities. Hence
we obtain closed equations.

The basic ingredient in the previous heuristic derivation is a strong ergodic
theorem for Hamiltonian systems. Though this ergodic theorem is a basic problem
in the theory of Hamiltonian systems and is very easy to state, without further
assumption, it is nevertheless still an open question. If certain random perturbations
are added to the Hamiltonian dynamics, or if certain assumptions are made, it can
be rigorously proved [2]. Alternatively, if instead of Hamiltonian dynamics one
starts from the Boltzmann equation, very detailed derivations of Euler equations
are available ([3, 4, 5]). Of course the Boltzmann equation is not a microscopic
equation and, because the Boltzmann equation describes the low density regime, the
state equation obtained in this case is just the one of the perfect gases. It should
also be noted that all these derivations are valid only up to the times such that the
Euler equations have smooth solutions.

The similar program for the Navier-Stokes equations is much harder to carry
out. First of all, the Navier-Stokes equations have no obvious scaling and thus they
cannot be a scaling limit. Furthermore, although the basic equations in the classical
physics are hyperbolic and completely reversible, the Navier-Stokes equations are
irreversible due to the viscosity.

The first difficulty is more of a technical nature and there are several possible
solutions. One of them is to consider the following incompressible limit. The diffu-
sive effects, like the viscosity and the heat conduction are hard to detect, because
they are small corrections to the Euler equations. They become relevant on the
diffusive scale, i.e.

x-*ε-lx, t-^ε~2t. (1.3)

The Navier-Stokes equations are not invariant under such scaling, so the prescription
of the diffusive scaling (1.3) cannot be used in full generality. In order to restore
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the scaling invariance one needs to scale also the velocity field u as

u —> εu , (1.4)

and, consequently, the pressure as p —>• p + ε2p with p an arbitrary constant. In
other words, we consider a regime where macroscopic velocities are very small
compared with the sound speed. To summarize, the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations (1.2) can be understood as the scaling limit under the the rules given
by (1.3) and (1.4). This limit is called the incompressible limit. It is used in [6, 7]
to derive the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (1.2) from the Boltzmann
equation and in [8] to derive the viscous Burgers equation as a diffusive limit of
the simple exclusion process.

The second difficulty is a deep conceptual question and relates to the origin of
diffusivity in classical physics. Up to now, there is no good mathematical under-
standing for a derivation of diffusive behavior from reversible systems. A heuristic
explanation, however, can be given. We follow [9] where a formal derivation ofj he
equations (1.2) from the Hamiltonian systems are given. From Morrey's heuristic
argument or from the recent work of [2], the many body Liouville equation can
be approximately solved using an ansatz of local Gibbs states, i.e., Gibbs states
with slowly varying chemical potentials. Let us strengthen the local equilibrium as-
sumption by demanding that the Liouville equation can be solved asymptotically
in orders of ε. Then locally the solution of the Liouville equation is given by a
Gibbs state with an ε order correction. Therefore, the currents should be replaced
by their expectations with respect to this state. The leading order contribution to the
currents will be the same as in the Euler equation case; the ε order correction will
give rise to the viscosity. The difficulties in carrying out this approach rigorously
are obvious. First of all, there is no rigorous proof that local Gibbs states give even
the leading order solution of the Liouville equation unless some noise are added
to the Liouville equation. Furthermore, it is in general hard to quantify the mean-
ing of the asymptotic expansion involving an infinite number of variables. One
way to make sense of this asymptotic expansion is through the use of relative en-
tropy [2, 10]. But lack of analytic tools for general Hamiltonian systems force us
to consider lattice gases models.

The models we consider are defined as follows. Let i^ be a finite set of vectors in
ΊR.d of fixed length K > 0, invariant under reflections and exchanges of the coordinate
axes. It will represent the set of the possible velocities of the particles. For each
v £ i^ we consider a species of particles moving on the lattice TLd according to
a simple exclusion process (SEP), with jump intensities such that the resulting
drift is v. This means that a particle of the species v in a site c G %d jumps with
exponential law to one of the neighboring sites x -f e ^TLd', e\ = 19 with intensity
pe(υ), if x + e is not already occupied by a particle with velocity υ. We denote by
η(x, v) = 0,1 the occupation number of particles of the species v in x. The intensities
pe(v) are chosen so that the drift of the process for the u-particles is v. The jumps of
each particle are independent of the particles with different velocities. They are also
independent of the particles with the same velocity, as far as the exclusion condition
is satisfied. The changes of velocity are due to collisions. Particles collide when
they are in the same site and have suitable velocities. The essential condition on
the collisions is that they conserve the number of particles involved in the collision
and their total momentum, and nothing else. In the next section we define two
models, called Model I and Model II, by giving the set 1^ and the collision rules.
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Our method can be extended to a wider class of models and also to more general
lattices.

We take the set V for Model I to be the smallest possible by including only the
2d unit vectors parallel to the coordinate directions; for the Model II the set y
includes several vectors with non-coordinate directions to make the model as
isotropic as possible. In both cases the jump intensity is chosen of the form

Pe(v) = χ+-v e, (1.5)

with χ big enough to make positive all the jump intensities. Note that we allow a par-
ticle with velocity v to jump also in "wrong" directions, as the one orthogonal to υ.
This is convenient to prove ergodicity, but the assumption that such a jump happens
with intensity bigger than κ/2 is unnecessary: any positive intensity would work.

As for the collisions, we consider binary collisions, which exchange the velocities
of any pair of particles at the same site into another pair of velocities having the
same total momentum chosen at random among all the possible ones (if any),
provided that the exclusion condition is not violated. The evolution of our model
will be described in terms of a generator & which will be the sum of the exclusion
part &ex and the collision part ££ °.

Lattice gas models for the hydrodynamics have been widely considered before.
We refer to [11] and references quoted therein for a comprehensive review. The aim
of these works was to construct simple models for hydrodynamical equations which
could be carefully and quickly simulated on the computer. Hence the effort is to
make them as deterministic as possible. The numerical results provided a remarkably
good agreement with hydrodynamical equations. The macroscopic behaviors were
also analyzed theoretically, under the assumption of propagation of chaos. This pro-
duced a type of Boltzmann equation for the models, although no explicit low density
condition was introduced and no proofs were given. After adding a small amount
of stochasticity, the Euler regime was studied in [12] using the approach of [2].
In [13, 14] the Euler and Navier-Stokes regimes were considered for models with
discrete space, time and velocities, and with stochastic free motion and determinis-
tic or stochastic collisions. However the kinetic limit was used as an intermediate
step. In the present paper we deal directly with the hydrodynamic limit and no
intermediate step or low density assumption is needed.

As discussed before, our analysis is confined to the incompressible regime. The
incompressibility assumption corresponds to choose the chemical potentials of the
local equilibrium suitably small, i.e. of order ε. Following the heuristic derivation of
viscosity in the previous paragraph, we have to compute the next order correction
term of this state, which is of order ε2. This is the key element of this paper. The
viscosity will be determined through this correction term.

This analysis allows us to prove our main result, the validity of the law of large
numbers for the empirical density and the rescaled empirical velocity field as the
scaling parameter ε goes to 0. In fact, Theorem 2.1 states their weak convergence in
probability to deterministic fields solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation
with the viscosity determined according to the previous argument. A very short
sketch of the idea of the proof is the following.

Recall the dynamics has two parts: the exclusion part ££ex and the collision
part <£c. Without the collisions our process is just the asymmetric simple exclusion
process. The parallel problem for the asymmetric simple exclusion processes has
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been studied in [8] using the spectral gap and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality.
Unfortunately, these estimates are hard to prove for the present models. We use
an alternative approach. Let pv

x denote the "local density" of particles with velocity
v G 1^. We first use the spectral gap and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of
the exclusion part of the dynamics, ^ex, to reduce the local relevant parameters
to pv

x, v G i^. On the other hand, only certain linear combinations of pv

x, v G i^
representing local mass and momentum are conserved by the collisions. We then
use the collision part to eliminate the irrelevant modes. Details will be presented in
Sects. 4 and 6. We also notice that the analysis of the asymmetric simple exclusion
process presented in [8] contains an error which has been fixed in [15] using some
estimates on the Green function of the simple exclusion process. Similar estimates
are also needed in our setting here. We obtain such estimates using a method partly
based on [15] and the extra difficulties due to collision are resolved in Sect. 4.

Finally we comment on the history of the methods used in this paper. The first
mathematical rigorous proof of hydrodynamical limit for reversible nongradient mod-
els is the pioneering work of [16]. Though the Green-Kubo formula has widely been
used to derive the hydrodynamic equation and certain mathematical rigor had been
achieved before (see, for example, [17]), this work represents the first completely
mathematical rigorous proof of the Green-Kubo formula and it gives a variational
formula which is much more stable to work with. The key assumptions of this
work are the reversibility of the process and the spectral gap of the dynamics. The
spectral gap, though difficult, is more of a technical nature. It is proved in several
models by [18,19,20] and a general approach is outlined in [19]. A class of nonre-
versible models is treated by [21] but the final hydrodynamical equation is required
to be a nonlinear heat equation without drift. The restriction on the drift is removed
in [8] provided the space dimension d > 2 and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality
can be proved. A general argument to obtain the logarithmic Sobolev inequality is
given in [22]. The restriction on the space dimension d > 2 in [8] is optimal and
one expects completely different behavior for d ^ 2. In this case, the scaling is not
diffusive and the hydrodynamical equation probably is nonlocal. There is no math-
ematical results concerning this phenomenon up to now. A similar phenomenon is
expected also in the real hydrodynamics for d ^ 2, due to the long time tails which
cause the divergence of the transport coefficients [23].

We conclude with a few remarks on the viscosity matrix. The viscosity matrix
we obtain does not reduce to the contribution due to the stochasticity of the
model, corresponding to the symmetric part of the generator. Actually, we prove
that the contribution due to the "deterministic motion," i.e. to the anti-symmetric
part of the generator, is nonnegative and nonvanishing. For the real incompressible
Navier-Stokes fluid all the eigenvalues coincide, but we cannot prove that this is
true for Model II. We do not know if this is due to the lack of our analytic tools or
due to the anisotropy of the underlying cubic lattice. Our analysis can be extended
to lattices with other geometries, but we do not formulate an abstract framework
for all possible lattices.

2. The Models and the Main Theorem

Let ΛL G TLd be the cubic sublattice {— L,.. .,L} d with periodic boundary conditions.
Let ε — L~l. We denote by et, ί = l,...,d, the coordinate vectors with component

(et)j = δij .
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Moreover, we put $ = {e = ±et for some / = l,...,d}. RiV will denote the reflec-
tion of the vector v G IR^ w.r.t. the plane πz orthogonal to et, i.e. the vector with
coordinates

'-vt i f / = 7

Vj otherwise.

Denote by σ any element of /, the permutation group of the set {!,...,£/}, and let

Let i^ be a finite subset of K/* representing the possible velocities and N be its
cardinality. Assume that i^ is symmetric w.r.t. reflections and permutations:

For our purposes it will be sufficient to consider velocities of fixed modulus, so we
also assume

\v\ = K for any v G i^ .

On each site of the lattice at most one particle for each velocity is allowed, with
no exclusion rule between different velocities. A configuration of particles on the lat-
tice is denoted by η = {ηx, x G AL}9 where ηx = {η(x9 v), v G i^} and η(x9 v) — 0, 1,
x G %d, v G V is the number of particles in x with velocity v. The generator of the
dynamics is defined by

&exf + & c f . (2.1)
& ex is the generator of the exclusion process for particles with several colors
(velocities), without exclusion between different colors

= Σ Σ p(y, y + w η)[f(ιy'y+e'w) - /(»/)] , (2.2)

where η(z, v) i

ηx'y'w(z,v) = < η(x, w) if v — w and z = y .

if v = w and z = x

The jump intensity is given by

p(x,y,w,η) = η(x,w)p(x - j,w),

+2θ>-*) w , U ^ T T , (2.3)

for some χ > κ/2. The constant χ has to be chosen large enough so that the jump
rates are nonnegative.

The collision operator is defined as follows: let

We call the quadruples q G Ά "collisions." Ά is the set of all the possible collisions.
The first two arguments of q, v and w are the incoming velocities, while v'9 w

f are
the outgoing velocities of the collision q. We define

= Σ Σ
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Here, for q = (v,w9v',wf) we put

P(y>q,l) = η(y,v)η(y,w)(l - η(y,v'))(l - η(y,w')) (2.5)

and

( η(z,u) if zή=y or u $q or p(y,q,η) = 0

0 if p(y,q, η) = 1 and z — y and (u = v or u — w)

1 if p(y9q,η) = 1 and z = y and (u = v' or u = w')

Note that if η does not contain in y two particles with the incoming velocities v
and w, or there are particles with outgoing velocities v' and w', ηy>q = η. Putting

(Qqyf)(n) = [f(ly'q) - fWl we rewrite (2.4) as

&cf(η) = Σ Σ (β?/)fo) (2 6)
y q££

Specific choices of the set V will be given later on in this section. For the
moment, we simply note that the collision operator conserves the total mass and the
total momentum at every site. More precisely, the quantities

'= Σ η ( x , v ) , (2.7)
u6TT

and, for α = l,...,d:

I*(ηx) = Σ (v ea)η(x,v) (2.8)
ue-r

are conserved in a collision, i.e., J^c[/(/αO?jc))] = 0 for all x e ΛL and for any
function /. The choices of 1/~ will ensure that these are the only conserved quantities
during a collision.

Since jumps conserve the total number of particles for each color, we have

As a consequence, the following measure is invariant for &

dμL,r,n = Zϊln Π exp < Π0(ηx) + f: nMηx)\ (2.9)
XG/IL I α=l J

with w the J-dimensional vector {wα, α = 1,..., J}. All the measures we will con-
sider in the sequel are absolutely continuous w.r.t. the global equilibrium measure μr

corresponding to n = 0, namely the one defined as

μr(η) = Z-1 Π expίr/oOfc)}, r e R . (2.10)

When possible we also omit the subscript r and denote by ( ) the expectation
w.r.t. μr.
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The generator 3? is not symmetric w.r.t. this measure, because the generator of
the exclusion part is not symmetric. However, one can check immediately that

so J£ c is symmetric w.r.t μr.
The formal adjoint w.r.t μ is given by

with

= Σ E p*(y>y + *>*>

and
(2.12)

There are d + 1 locally conserved quantities 7α (2.8) for this dynamics and the
corresponding currents w^, α = 0, . . . , d are defined by

mfo,)] = Σ V^ (2.13)
0=1

with
V^tfC*) = 0(*) - g(x - eβ), Vβg(x) = g(x + eβ) - g(x) .

Note that the collision operator plays no role in (2.13) because yc[Iafyx)] = 0.
Similarly we define w*'^ί as

^*[/«te)]=ΣV]5X>α. (2.14)
β=ι

Since the current depends only on the exclusion part of the process and the exclusion
dynamics is defined for each color separately, we can compute the currents using
formulae for the asymmetric simple exclusion. More precisely, we can compute the
current of the asymmetric simple exclusion process by

^aη(x9v) = Σ Vfw^/Kt;), &*η(x,v) =
β=l

The currents wXtβ(v) and w*^(t;) are given explicitly by

9 v) + p(-eβ, υ))Vβη(x, υ)

- p(-eβ,v))bXtβ(v), (2.15)

with

,v)η(x,v)- ^[η(x + eβ,v) + η(x,v)] . (2.16)
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Here p(eβ,v) is the jump rate of the color v in the direction eβ. With the conven-
tion (2.3), p(eβ,v) - p(-eβ,υ) = eβ v and \(p(eβ,v) + p(-eβ9v)) = χ.

Using these equations, we obtain the mass current w% and the momentum
current w* β as

™xβ = Σ Wχ,β(v) = X^/ofe) 4- Σ (^ v)bXίβ(υ),
ϋ6τ^ ι>e^

<,Λ = Σ Oα ^X^(ι ) = χV/ί/α + Σ Oα *00/? v)bx,β(v\ a, )8 = 1,..., d .
v^y vei^

(2.17)
Similarly,

e, v)(eβ v)bx,β(v\ a,β=l,...,d. (2.18)

It is convenient to introduce also the symmetric and antisymmetric part of the cur-
rents

"x,β 2 ' X>P 2 '

We will need to compute averages w.r.t. distributions of the form

ί d }μ>n,L = Z~l Y[ exp < no(x)Io(ηx) + ]ζ n^(x)I^(ηx) > . (2.20)

Define the velocity distribution at x as

en0(x)+n(x) v

with w = (wi, . . . ,«ί/). The average of the currents w^ w.r.t. a measure of this form
are given by

Σ

= Y (eΛ v}/_-/ \^y. v)

(eΛ v)(eβ υ)
L ^

(2.21)

Σ

Let us give now a heuristic derivation of the hydrodynamic equations.
We start with the Euler scale. We choose as initial state for the system the

local equilibrium measure (2.20) with chemical potentials n(εx,Q) slowly varying
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in space. Then we look at the system on the Euler time scale, i.e. at times of order
ε"1, that corresponds to replace the generator & with ε"1^. Then the hydrodynamic
equations are recovered from the conservation laws

vζβ] , (2.22)

where ftμr denotes the distribution of the process at time t.
Assuming that ft is still well approximated by a local equilibrium with chem-

ical potentials n(εx,t), by (2.21) and (2.22), in the limit ε —» 0 we get the Euler
equations

ίp+Σ dzja = 0 , Iu« + Σ dZβπ«P = 0 , (2.23)
01 α=ι 01 β=\

where dZa denotes the partial derivative w.r.t. the macroscopic coordinate zα,

p(εx9 t) = E"*[IQ(ηx)] = Σ /(*, v, n) (2.24)

is the mass density,

ΰa(εx, t) = Eμ*[Iχ(ηx)] = Σ 0 ' eΛ)f(x, v, n) (2.25)

is the momentum density,

M*x, 0 = Σ (« eΛ)(f(x9 v, h) - f(χ, υ, n)2)

is the mass current and

,v,n)-f(x^n)2} (2.26)

is the stress tensor.
A more explicit expression for p, wα, yα and πα^ is obtained from the symmetry

of 1^ in the exchange v —> — v. We have:

P — y^ —^ = ?
V£i^ I + e2w° + 2ew° cosh(« f)

e^sinb^ ^
u« = Σ (ϋ e«)τ-Π2SΓ7^Γ

'

« . υ) '

e"°sinh(n t;)(l -e2"0)

+ e2«o + 2e«o Cosh(« ί;))2 '

N 2e"° cosh(« ϋ)(l -f e2"0)

Next, we consider the incompressible limit; we follow the same strategy. We
choose as initial state for the system the local equilibrium measure (2.20) with
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chemical potentials n(εx, 0) given by

no = r + ε2λo(εx), na = ελa(εx), (2.27)

such that
d

divλ:= Σ5Z(A = °
α=l

The conservation laws are the same as (2.22) except a change of scaling is needed,
i.e. we replace & by ε~2^:

^/ ΣJ(ε*)Efιμr[I*(ηx)] = e*~2Σ Σ J(εxWEfιμrWβ] (2.28)
<M x x β=\

Assume that a local equilibrium measure with chemical potentials like in (2.27)
describes the system also at time t. With this choice of the local equilibrium,
we have

0 = Y^ , (2.29)

E^[η(x9 v) + η(x, -v)] = 20 + O(ε2) . (2.30)

Moreover, the assumption on i^ imply that

Σ Oα ' V)(ββ V) = KδΛtβ ,

Σ Oα v)(eβ ιO(λ ί;)2 = tδ^βA\λ\2 + (5α,/^2 + CλΛλβ ,

where A,B,C and ̂  are constants independent of λ.
Therefore,

with
t(θ)=KΘ(l -0). (2.32)

We have used the following identities:

exp[r + εb + ε2c] = g | g [ ε2

1 -f- exp[r + εZ? 4- ε2c] 2

exp[r + εb + ε2c] Γ exp[r -f εδ + ε2c]

1 + exp[r + εδ + ε2c] 1 1 + exp[r + εδ -f ε2c

= 0(1 - 0) + εθ(l - 0)(1 - 20)δ + -0(1 - 0) [2(1 - 20)c

+(1 - 6(1 - 0)0)δ2] -f 0(ε3), (2.33)

where 0 = er/(\ + er). From this identities and (2.27),

ε2

 9f(x,v,n) = 0 + ε0(l -0)(/L ι;)+ —0(1 -0)[2A0-h(l - 2θ)(λ v}2] + O(ε3),

/(Λ:,ι;,«)2-/(Λ:,ί;,«) = -0(1 - 0) - ε0(l - 0)(1 - 20)(Λ ι?)

-^-0(1 - 0)[2(1 - 20μ0 + (1 - 6(1 - θ)θ)(λ ϋ)2] + 0(ε3). (2.34)
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Equations (2.29)-(2.31) are direct consequences of the last identities.
From (2.21) and (2.34) one can check that

= £d Σ Σ J(εx){(2θ - l)t(θ)dzpλβ + χd2p} + O(ε2), (2.35)
X β=\

because

Vβ~[λ(ε(x + e0)) + λ(εx)] = 2εdZβλ(εx) + O(ε3).

From (2.29) the average of the l.h.s. of (2.28) with α = 0 is O(ε2). Moreover,
the last term on the right-hand side of (2.35) is of order ε2. Hence we have to
assume div λ = 0 to assure the continuity equation. Also, the leading order cor-
rection to (2.35) is of order ε2, hence it is consistent with the assumption that
the density correction is of order ε2 (2.27). We remark that, if there is a first or-
der correction to the density, which can be achieved by adding a term ελ\(εx,t)
in the first equation of (2.27), then the leading contribution to the last term in
(2.35) is

d

x β=ι Zβ

where p\ is the corresponding first order correction to the density (i.e., p = po +
Note that this term appears because of the stochastic nature of our dynamics (more
precisely, because we use asymmetric simple exclusions to replace the deterministic
dynamics).

The averages of the momentum currents in (2.28) can be computed as

_- d d d

ε £ Eμ"Vβ [<0] = -t(θ)(l - 2Θ)Σ d*Λ + #(0)Σ V/Λ

-f (1 - 0)0 - 60(1 - 0)) Σ Σ (*« vK*β WzβV Ό2 + 0(ε). (2.36)

Recall that if is invariant under the reflection w.r.t each coordinate axis. Hence, by
(2.36), the equations for Aα are of the form

^ , (2-37)

where

p(θ9λ) - ί(θ)(l - 2θ)λo +Ah(θ)\λ\2, h(θ) - -(\ - θ)(l - 60(1 - 60) .

We obtain the usual Navier-Stokes equation (up to a scale factor) if the coef-
ficient B — 0. An example of if such that this is true will be given in Model II
below.
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This heuristic derivation is not entirely correct. The diffusion coefficient appearing
in (2.37) comes completely from the stochastic fluctuation, namely, the fluctuation
associated with the simple exclusion process. Therefore, if (2.37) were correct,
there would be no contribution to the viscosity from the "deterministic part"
of the dynamics. We shall prove that (2.37) still holds but the diffusion coefficient
is not given by χ. The true diffusion coefficient is always bigger than χ and
this accounts for the viscosity from the "deterministic part" of the
dynamics.

We now choose the space i^. First notice that, because of the symmetry prop-
erties of i^9 the constants A,B,C and D have the more explicit expressions

B - Σ [vι - 3 ] , K=Σv{. (2.38)
i e-r υζ-r

Model L The simplest choice is the following: Let

With this choice, the only possible collisions are those q = (v,w, v,wf) such that
v + w = 0 and v' + w' = 0.

For this model, one can easily check that

A = C = Q, B = 2, K = 2. (2.39)

Model II. Let d = 3 and σ denote any element of /, the permutation group of
{1,2,3}. Let

iT = {v : σv = (±l,±l,±tπ) for some σ e /} ,

where w is the positive solution of

w4 - 6w2 - 1 = 0 .

1^ is invariant under reflections w.r.t. any coordinate plane and permutations of
coordinate axes. Moreover, with the above choice of w, one gets:

and
Λ = 8(H-2tσ2), C= 16(1+ 2m2), £ = 8(2 + ϋ72). (2.40)

The proof that the only collision invariants are total mass and total momentum is
part of the ergodic theorem proven in next section.

Now we are ready to state our convergence result. Let ft be the distribution
density, w.r.t. μr, of the process on the diffusive time scale, namely the solution of
the forward equation

^ft = e-2&*ft. (2.41)

We consider the initial datum /,=0 = 0b given by

= Z£ exp (2.42)
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with λΛ smooth periodic functions. Recall the definition of the specific relative
entropy of two densities / and g w.r.t. μr:

/ (2.43)

and let

The rest of this paper is devoted to prove the following

Theorem 2.1. Assume d ^ 3 and i^ as in Model I or Model II. Let ft the density
w.r.t. the measure μr, defined in (2.10), at time t. Then there is a matrix D
with coefficients D*n'v9 α, β, y, v = 1, . . . , d, such that D ^ Ds = χl (as matrices) and
the following holds: given a smooth solution p(x,t),u(x,t) of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations

0, (2.44)

H. + ύ + C upd^ = -dZΆp + D^ydZβdzuv , (2.45)

we define the following density Ψt w.r.t. μr,

Ψt = Z~l exp \ε Σ Σ λx(SX,t)Ia(
[ X£ΛLU=1

Then:

2) Defining the empirical fields v£ for α = 0, . . . , d, as

vB

0(x,t) = εd Σ <5(z -

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2-48)

(2.49)

w^ have that, for α = !,...,£/, v^ converges weakly in probability to ua, solution
of the Navier-Stokes equation, and VQ converges to the constant Nθ.

3) The matrix D ^ Ds is diagonal and has the form

Moreover
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The proof of this theorem is given in Sect. 3 and it is based on the lemmas and
theorems of Sects. 4-6.

Remarks.

(i) The matrix Ds is the diffusion matrix which appears in the limiting equations
when one considers only the symmetric part of the generator J^ = 1/2(J5? + JS?*).
The true diffusion matrix D is bigger than DS9 as stated in the last part of
Theorem 2.1 because of the contribution of the deterministic motion.

(ii) The second part of the theorem is a consequence of the relative entropy
estimate by means of the following entropy inequality. If / and g are normalized
densities w.r.t. dμ, then

Ef[X] ^ y~lε-ds(f\g) + y~l log^[exp{y^}] (2.50)

for any positive y and for any random variable X. See [24, 10] and Lemma 2.2
below for details.

(iii) The factor t(θ) is due to the relation between the momentum density ΰ and
its conjugate chemical potential λ at the first order as in (2.31). Here ΰ = εu + O(ε2}.

(iv) We need the specific form of 1f only in the proof of the ergodic theorem,
Theorem 3.3 in the next section. The rest of the proof is valid under quite general
conditions. Therefore Theorem 2. 1 holds for any model in d ^ 3, with 1/~ a finite
set of vectors of given length, invariant under reflections and permutation of axes,
for which the ergodic Theorem 3.3 is valid.

To conclude, we recall a lemma from [8] (Lemma 2.2 of [8], p. 1239).

Lemma 2.2. Let f be a density satisfying

ε^O

where ψ is a density of a product measure of the type (2.46). Then for any J and
any bounded local function F one has

\im[Ef -
ε->0

If instead of ε~2s(f\ψ) —> 0 one has ε~2s(f\ψ) ^ const, then the following bound
holds:

[Ef -E*} £d~l ΣJ(εx)τ*F ^ const

I x J I

In particular, ψ can be the equilibrium measure μr.

Finally, a direct computation shows that

s(ψ) = εdEμr[ψlogψ] ^ const.ε2 ,

so that the previous lemma assures that \[E^ — Eμr][εd~l Σx J(ε*}tχF]\ ^ const.
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3. The Relative Entropy Estimate

The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is similar to the one used in [8]. The
first step is to choose a local equilibrium density, Ψt, (and suitable corrections) to
compare to the density ft of the actual time evolution. This density will be chosen in
such a way that its parameters to the first order satisfy the hydrodynamic equations,
while the second order terms take into account the contribution of the fast modes.
More precisely, we put

Ψt = exp

(3.1)

Here Zt is the normalization, * is the convolution product on Zd, and λα(z,ί)> ώ
and Φ are chosen as follows:

(3. A) Let { and k = ^ε~2/d be integers, /= td+2 and suppose that Λk is di-
vided in disjoint cubes of size (2/+ 1), with centers σ G (2/ + 1)2^, |σ| ^ A:. Let

f\—£ — £lld and consider the cubes Λ^ σ and/U = U u ^ & A f i σ *s ^ne regi°n ^k

without corridors of width 2/1/ί/ . Define ώ and ω to be the normalized characteristic
functions

~ ω(x) = (2k + l)-rfl(*= \Λk\~ll(x

(3.B) The chemical potential α = /, are solutions of

d ivλ=

with Di, given as in Theorem 2.1,

' (3 2)

+Ah(θ)λ2

t(θ) = Kθ(\ - θ), h(θ) = (1 - ΘX1 - 60(1 - 0)) .

(3.C) Choice of Φ : Φ(η) = - Σ«€ΛI E^=1 dxλβ(εx,t)(ώ * ̂ F/) where F/ are
local functions satisfying the conditions in Definition 4.1 of the next section.

The choice of ώ is for the convenience that no boundary terms arise in the
multiscale analysis; one can simply use ω but a few steps are needed to bound the
boundary terms. The multi-scale analysis is an important tool in proving Theorem 4.6
of [8]. Its extension to the present setup will be used extensively here.
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For the convenience of later reference, recall for our models the currents are
given by

Wx',β = Wxt^ ~~ Wjc^α' W*V ~ #Vβ/α (3.3)

and

(«)o _"ΐ (3'4)

1
where

bx,β(v) = η(x + eβ, v)η(x, v) - ^[η(x + eβ, v)

Furthermore, the density, velocity, stress tensor and the pressure are related by

er

π«β = (t(θ) (3.5)

We return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. The density Ψt differ from Ψt only at
the second order in ε. The following lemma shows that the difference of s ( f \ Ψ )

anάs(f\Ψ) is small.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that f is a probability measure on ΛL. Let

φ = Z 1 exp

φ' = Z7-1 exp
d

Σ

densities w.r.t. μr where Sx and tx are smooth functions of (z,t) and Fx local
functions of the configuration such that E[FX] = 0. If ε~2s(f\φ) —> 0, then

| = 0. (3.6)

The proof is an obvious extension of the one given in [8].
From this remark, to prove Theorem 2.1 we shall only prove

= 0. (3.7)

To state the main theorem of this section, we need the following definition.

Definition 3.2. Let G be a local function such that Eμr[G] = 0. For any vector
m = {mα}^=0 we define the "variance" V^(G,m) by

Vf(G,m) = (2A \-d (τxG-α,(G))

(3.8)
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where £\ — f — £l/d and μ^m is the canonical Gίbbs state of (2£ + 1)^ sites with
parameters such that the mean of 7α, α g; 0, on the block A^ are equal to wα,
namely, d

μΛw = Ξ~l

m Π <5(/αy - mΛ)μt .
' α=0

Here μ/ denotes the counting measure on the configurations in Λ/, Ξ^m is the
normalization and

where Eμr[G\ϊ^] is the conditional expectation given the averages ϊ^1:

1 _
/«y = Av IΛ(y) := ^ M*/jO α = 0, . . . , r f . (3.9)

The generator <£s^ is the symmetric part of the generator restricted to Af, in
the sense that the sums in (2.2) and (2.4) are restricted to the sites and bonds
contained in Aj. We define also the "variance" of G by

In order to make the above definition meaningful, one needs to give sense to
££~£ . This is a consequence of the finite volume ergodicity of the generator, sum-
marized in the next Theorem 3.3. We will use the following notation: given a
configuration η on a box Λf of size /, we put

NΛ(η) = Σ ΛOfcλ α = 0 , . . . , r f .
x£Λe

Moreover, for any choice of τwα, we denote by Q^m the set of configurations η in At
such that Λ/αO/) = mα(2/ + 1)^ for α = 0, ...,d. Note that there are many choices
of the mα's such that Ω^m is empty. We consider only the non-trivial choices.

We have the following

Theorem 3.3. The process generated by <£sj on Ω^m endowed with the measure
μ^m is ergodic.

Proof. Since the process is a finite Markov chain, it is sufficient to show that it is
transitive, in the sense that, given any couple of configurations η and ή in Ω^my it
is possible to find a sequence of jumps and collisions which transform η into ή.

We first consider Model I.
Let

N~(η)= Σ [η(x,eΛ) + η(x,-eΛ)]9 α =!, . . . ,</, Σ #«"(>/) = NQ(η) .
α=l

Step L I f η , ή £ Ω^m, then N~(η) - N~(ή) is even.

Proof of Step L If N~(η)—N~(ή) were odd, then there is at least x G Λj
such that η(x, eα) — ή(x, ea) = ±1 and η(x, —ea) — ή(x, —e^) = 0 or viceversa. Hence
[η(x9eu) - η(x, -ea)] - [ή(x9eΛ) - ή(x9 -eΛ)] = ±1. But N«(η) = NΛ(ή)9 so for each

1 In Sect. 4 we will introduce other quantities /α with negative indices. We use here the + exponent
to emphasize that α here is non-negative.
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such x there is an y G Af such that [η(y, ea)- η(y,-ea)] - [ή(y, ea)- ή(y, -eu)] = ̂ l,
to compensate the discrepancy of momenta in jc. But this means that N~(η) — N~(ή)
is not odd.

Step 2. Let N~(η) — N~(ή) = 2£α. If ka > 0 for some α = I9...9d, then there is a
sequence of jumps and collisions which transform η into ή.

Proof of Step 2. To simplify the argument, let d — 3. We have N$(η) = Nv(ή)9

hence Σl=ι ^α = ^ Without loss of generality we can assume k\ < 0 and fe ̂  0,
£3 == 0. Therefore, with a suitable sequence of jumps, we can transform η into
a configuration η\ with NΛ(ηι) = NΛ(η) and N~(η\) = N~(η) such that there are
at least — &ι sites JCι, . . . , jc_^, where there is no particle both with velocity e\ and
with velocity —e\. In the same way, one can construct a configuration η2 such that
N 0(112) — Na(ή) and N~(η2) = N~(ή) such that there are k2 sites 3/1, . . . , y^2 without
particles with velocity e^ and — e^ and £3 sites j^2+ι, , »2+*3 without particles with
velocities e^ and — e$. Since &2 + fa = —k\, there is no loss of generality assuming
that the two sets of points coincide, because otherwise extra jumps can be done to
reduce to this situation. Then we are in position to make a collision in each of the
sites jc/, transforming η\ into η2.

Step 3. If &α = 0 for each α = 1,...,3 then a sequence of jumps is sufficient to
transform η into ή.

Proof of Step 3. In fact, if ka = 0, ΣxeAf η(x, υ) = ΣX^Λ, n(*> ϋ) for each v G ̂
Therefore jumps are enough to transform η into ή.

As for Model II, we sketch the proof. Define η ~ ζ iff there exist a collision
# 6 2L and a site j^ G ̂  such that g^f/ = ζ. This defines an equivalence relation
and we say η and ζ are connected if they are in the same equivalence class. If η is
a configuration in 0, we will also denote by η the subset of i^ such that η(v) — 1.

Lemma 3.4. For any two configurations η and ζ at 0, η and ζ are connected iff

Proof.

Step L We claim first the same result holds on the space Of — {(±1,±1)}. This
can be checked easily.

Step 2. Next, we claim Lemma 3.4 holds if we restrict ourselves to the subspace

^3) = {(±l,±l,±πj)}. This can be checked easily too. We give a brief sketch.
From the previous claim, the projection of η and ζ onto the space i^ are connected.
Let ηf = the number of {v £ η with t;3 — ±w}. Since the momenta of η and ζ are

the same, ηf = C^ Hence we only have to prove the following:
Suppose {u, v} Cη with u^v. Let ζ = ( η \ { u 9 v } ) U { ( u \ 9 U 2 , V 3 ) 9 ( v \ 9 V 2 9 U 3 ) } . Then

ζ and η are connected.
But u-\-v = ( u ι 9 U 2 9 v ι ) + (v\9V29U3)9 hence we have proved the claim. This

proposition is obvious and will be used repeatedly in the following proof. It

basically means that the third component can be changed freely in Ί^

Step 3. Suppose η and ζ are two configurations in i^^ with the same momentum
but not the same number of particles. Suppose IQ(JI) > /o(ζ) We claim that η is
connected to ζ U A for some A satisfying that A Π ζ = φ and A is reflexive, i.e., if
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υ £A then — v e A. We first claim that Io(η) — /o(C) = 2n for some n ^ Jf since
otherwise 73(f/)φ/3(0. We now follow previous arguments by first considering the
projection onto the space "W and then adjusting the third components. In more
details, we first prove our claim in the two dimensional space W . This can be
checked directly. We can then use the remark from Step 2 to adjust the third
components. This proves the claim.

Step 4. Finally, the general case. Let η^ = {t; £ η : vl = ±ϋj}. Clearly, /α(f/^) =
4(C(z)) for α > 0. Hence η^ and ((z) differ only for pairs of opposite vectors. Since
any pair of opposite vectors can be brought into any different pair of opposite vectors
by a collision, it is not hard to check η and ζ are connected.

We now consider the general cases:

Lemma 3.5. For any two configurations η and ζ on Λ/, η and ζ are connected iff

Proof. The proof follows almost exactly the same arguments as in the previous
lemma except some explanations are needed for the use of the simple exclusion.
Let us illustrate it by proving Step 1 carefully. We are now in the setting of two
dimensional configurations η and ζ with the same momentum and number of par-
ticles. We now bring particles with opposite velocities to the same sites as much
as possible. We can then decompose η as the union of two configurations ^Paιrs,
consisting of pairs of opposite vectors at the same sites, and the rest, ^smsles. Since
we have only four directions and no pairs are allowed, we can assume, without
loss of generality, with obvious changes to cover the different situations, that ηsm&GS

contains α particles in the direction (1,1) and β particles in the direction (1,— 1)
and nothing else. Similarly, we can decompose ζ in the same way. Since (1,1) and
(1, —1) are linearly independent, we can check that £smβles contains exactly the same
number of particles in the directions (1,1) and (1, — 1) and nothing else. Hence ηpaπs

and Cpaιrs contain the same number of pairs because the total number of particles
of η and ζ are the same. We can connect τ/paιrs and Cpaιrs by simple exclusions and
collisions and we can also connect ηsm&es and ζsmδles by simple exclusions. This
concludes the proof of Step 1.

Step 2 is obvious. We now prove the claim in Step 3. First we check if instead
of having the same number of particles and momentum in Step 1, η and ζ only
have the same momentum (note they are now configurations on W). From previous
arguments we still have that ηsm%lQS and £smsles have the same number of particles.
Hence η and ζ can be brought into configurations η' and ζ' such that η' \ ζf consists
of pairs (assuming IQ(η) ^ /o(0) With this comment, we can prove Step 3 easily.
Finally, Step 4 is by now straightforward.

The main theorem of this section is

Theorem 3.6. Let Ψt be defined as above, k = έε~2/d and ft as in (2.31). Then,
for d ^ 3, and for any y > 0,

T
lim limε-2s(fτ\Ψτ) ^ C lim lim / ε~2s(ft\Ψt)dt

/— »oo ε— »0 /— >oo ε— »0 Q

CT d

+— E V(H£,r)+ const. y. (3.10)
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Here C is a positive constant, V is defined in (3.8) and

ffβ = H$ ffβ — w(α) β — V f)β'v\7 J (n ϊ — ^*τ pP Π mn« — nQ,a> nx,a — wjc,α 2^ uu.y VyM7/*; «=-£ ^ra I,-5--11;

We need the following lemmas. The first one is a large deviation bound; the
other two are bounds on the entropy and the Dirichlet form.

Lemma 3.7. Let ψ be the density given by (2.46) and let, for α = 0, . . . ,£/,

x)]; ϊ^k(x) = (2k+\Γd £ IΛ(ηx) ,

where E[A;B] = E[AB] - E[A]E[B]. Then, for k = ^ε~2/d and for any q<q0 with
go « small fixed constant,

[exp |?
L [

lim l i m ε - 2 l o g £ exp ?Σ [(/«,* W - ^,*W)2 - S,*] = 0 . (3.12)
/^oo ε^O L [ x ' J J

In general, if Gx = Gx(yo, ...,yd) is a family of bounded smooth functions such
that

^x\"*x,κ; Λ
oy*

then for any smooth function J, there is q§ such that for any q < qQ,

Γ f - - 11
lim lim εd~2 log£^ exp < q ^J(εx){Gx(ϊ^k(x)) — E^[Gχ(ϊa,k(χ))]} ( — 0.

ε~ L I x J J
(3.13)

This proof of Lemma 3.7 is similar to the one for Lemma 3.1 in [8], p. 1241.
We omit the details.

Lemma 3.8. The density ft satisfies the following bounds:

(i)

jts(ft) ^ -const.£- 2 + dDΛ L(Jf t),

where DΛl(g) = (Dfc + Dc

Λι)(g) is the Dirichlet form. Here

d

- Σ Σ Σ / / [^x α^(^)]2 Φr(^7) •> (3-14)

with
Vv

x,ag(η) = gtf-x+e"') - g(η)

and D^L(g) is given by

Dc

ΛL(g)= Σ
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(ii) For any t ^ 0, ε 2s(ft) ^ const,

(iii) For any local function F and any /,

rg const.

Lemma 3.9. The relative entropy s(ft\Ψt) satisfies the bound

(i)

(ii) There is a constant ct independent of ft such that

lim - ct ^ 0 .

(iii)

Lemma 3.8 is obtained by adapting arguments from [24]. The first equation of
Lemma 3.9 is proven in [2, 10]. The last equation is obvious. The second equation

differs from the first one only because the term Ψt J£*Ψt is replaced by J2?* log Ψt.
From Lemma 2.2, their difference is small. Details were given in [8], Lemma 4.4,
p. 1245.

From now on we use the notation "const." for any constant independent of ft

and of the configuration (but may depend on the initial state and the parameters λ).
We shall not compute these constants at each step but will use Eq. (iii) of Lemma
3.9 to determine the final constant.

Proof of Theorem 3.6. By Lemma 3.9 to estimate the derivative of the relative
entropy it is enough to compute the quantity

Λ '^'-^

We first compute εd~4^* log Ψt:

εd~4^ log Ψt = εd-\^ex*(log Ψt - ε2Φ) +

= β^-3Σ Σ α«:
x α,j8=l

Σ
x α=l

= Al+A2+A3. (3.15)

The term AΊ is easier than A\ because of the factor εd~2. We first sum by parts.
The difference operator is thus moved to act on λQ * ώ. Recall the expression
of the current given by (3.3). We can separate the current into the symmetric part
and the asymmetric part. Let ^2=^1+^2 with B\ (82 resp.) related to the
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symmetric (asymmetric resp.) part. Hence

Bi = χεd~2 Σ Σ VΓV β λo[ώ * IQ]X ,
x β=l

Bi = εd~2 Σ Σ V~Λ<)(ε*,0(ώ * v$ °),
x α=l

where [ώ */*]* — Σy^C* ~~ ^XαC^)- From the Taylor expansion we can approxi-

mate V7Vβ by £2dZβdZβ with a negligible lower order term.

Since our density ft is very close to the equilibrium, we can compute B\ to
great accuracy. Because Eμr[B\] — 0, we have from (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.8,

Hence B\ is negligible.
We now examine the diίBcult term A\.

AI = -εrf-3Σ Σ (vμ«)(w,o[ώ*w;fβ],
X t>.,β=l

= -wd~3 Σ Σ vr vβλx(ώ * IΛ)X - εd-3 Σ Σ vμ«[ώ * w$ β]x .
x α, j f f=-l Jc α,j8=l

As remarked after (3.15), we can replace ε~2Vα~~Vα by 5Zαδ2α up to a negligible
error term.

To deal with the currents appearing in A\ and in B^ we need to look at their
expectations w.r.t. suitable grand canonical measures modeled according to empirical
averages of the conserved quantities. To this end, for any Y — (7o, . . . , Yj), let μ\j
be the grand canonical measure such that

Eμι γ[IΛ] = YΛ9 α = 0,. . . , < / . (3.16)

The measure μ\j is uniquely defined because it is required to be an invariant mea-
sure of the dynamics (exclusion+collision). Explicitly, μ\j is the product measure
with marginal at one point given by

μltY(η) = Z~λ

n exp Σ n^IΛ(η) μr(η) , (3.17)
U=o J

for η = {η(v),v G i^}. The chemical potentials w« ) are suitably chosen to give the
correct averages (3.16). The subscript 1 is used because we will need the grand
canonical measures for the symmetric simple exclusion which will be introduced
later on and carries a subscript 2.

Given an integer k > 0 for any configuration η in AL, we consider the local
empirical averages ϊa^(x), α = 0, 1,...,J, defined in (3.9). The measure μl /+^

is defined according to (3.17), with 7α = /„,*(*). n(I} = n(lk(x}\ α = 0,...,d the
corresponding chemical potentials; here ϊ%(x) = {/α,^(^),α = 0, ..., d}. Moreover
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we put
xn+«m V/(^(y)):=i7^^ (3 18)

With above notations, we have, for 7α :=/α>(jc)

/„,*(*) = £"'Λ«[/0] =

(3.19)
/«,*(*) = £"'•'*«[/„] = £ (» e«)/(»,»(n)

i G^

We can now define

<£/ϊ ^ (ώ * w$ α), - £^^)[(ώ * w )̂,]

rf,« =(ώ*w^>0),-^ ^)[(ώ*ιv%0U α = l , . . . , r f (3.20)

From previous definitions we have,

. (3.21)

Equations (3.21) are not explicit in terms of the conserved quantities. To obtain
an explicit expression one has to solve (3.19). For our puφose, some approximation
will be sufficient. This will be carried out later on in this section.

Summarizing, we have

Aι =χεd~lE Σ dlZχλβ[ώ*Iβ]x-sd-3Σ Σ (Vα^)(ε*,Oπ^(/+(*))
x α,/?=l x α,/?=l

d

x α,0=l

Let
Dί,y = #ίy + <5a,yX (3.22)

We can rewrite

d

x <x,β,γ,v=\

" \ β " ~ftv . 1

x 0,0=1 Z" ' r,v=ι

x 0,0=1

α/i (3.23)
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Similarly, BΊ — Q + #3 where

£3 = εd~l ΣdzαΛo0*,α,
;c,α

;c,α

From (3.15), (3.23) we rearrange the remaining terms as

where

C\ = Sd~3 Σ Σ (dzβλβ)(εx, t) 0ζα — Σ ^yί^ * ^ylβ(ny))x ~ (ώ * ,

(3.24)
and

(3.25)
We also need to compute

+ const .
Λ: α=l V x ϋt

Using an argument similar to the one explained in bounding B\9 one can prove that
the second term on the right side is negligible up to a constant.

Summarizing these computations, we have

J = Ef[Cι + C3 + C4] + const. + 0(1) , (3.26)

where

*(*)) (3-27)
j:

and

d ( / a d \

Σ ^v3z/AM(ε*,OΓv

rf α -1 0 1
α 0 α 0 , ?

The terms £^[Cι] and ̂ [Cs] are dealt with by using the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.10. Suppose h is a local function, J is a smooth function and ψ is a
local Gibbs state with smooth slowly varying chemical potentials λχ(εx):

= - exp ε y α (ε
Z |_ xeΛLaι=l

For any normalized positive f and for any y > 0,

lim lim

-const, y-1 fJ(z)2dz V(h,r) - ysd-4DAL(^/f) ~ ̂ "^(/wl ^ 0 , (3.29)

provided δ is small enough. Here/= ^+2, k = ^ε~2/d and V is defined in (3.8).

Corollary 3.11. For any y > 0, any f and any Gibbs state ψ such that ε~2s(f\ψ)
is bounded,

lim lim εd~2 / £ J(εx){(ώ * τh)(x) - Eμιjϊ(x}[h]}fdμr

In particular, if ft is the density in Theorem 2.1 then for any y > 0,

Γ (

lim lim ( dt < ε
/^oo^O 0 ^

Γ

^ y"1CΓF(6f,r) + (5~1 lim lim f dt ε~2 s(ft\Ψt) -f const, y , (3.30)
/—> oo ε—> 0 Q

w/z^r^ C «• ^om^ constant depending on J and y.

The proofs of both the theorem and its corollary are postponed to the last section.
From Corollary 3.11 we can bound E^[C\] by a variance term and the Dirichlet

form of the density /. Because we are interested in a time integrated inequality in
Theorem 3.6, the Dirichlet form will be integrated in time and we can use (3.30).
Hence

d

E
f
[C^ ̂  const.y-

1
 £ V(H^r) + δ~

λ
&~

2
s(f

t
\Ψ

t
) + const.y + const. + o(l),

α,j8=l

where the 0(1) denotes an error negligible after time integration.
Similarly, we can bound €3. This time we have an extra ε factor and the variance

term vanishes in the limit ε —> 0.
Summarizing,

d

(3.31)
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The constant is determined by the condition

EΨt L^-2^/;(/+(Λ:)) +const 1 = o ( l ) .

By Lemma 2.2 one can replace Ψt by Ψt. Let m*k=EΨt[ϊQLjk(x)]9 α = 0,...,d.

From the central limit theorem for the product measure Ψt9 m* k = m* + O(k~d),

with m* — EΨt[I(x)] . Hence the constant in (3.31) equals to

ιrί

Using the entropy inequality (2.50) with y = ε2 d we get

d

^ ^ ε~2s(ft \ ̂ ) +const.?"1 Σ V(H£,r) + δ~lε"2s(ft\Ψt) + const

ψ< [e
L

+ε*-2log£^ exp^[Γz(/+(z))-Γ^(m^)]M +0(1). (3.32)

We will use the large deviations Lemma 3.2 to bound last term in (3.32). To apply
it, we have to check that the function Γ^ satisfies the following condition:

~ =0(ε), α = 0 , . . . , r f . (3.33)

To check this we have to evaluate derivatives of π°^(7), defined in (3.21). To
this end we compute πaβ(Y + δY) - πaβ(Y) to the first order in δY. We use the
notation δY — (<57o,<57). From (3.18) and (2.33) (and a simple computation), to
the first order in δY we have

f(υ,n + δn) - f(v,n + δn)2 - ( f ( v , n ) - f(v,n)2)

= (δn0 + δn v ) [ f ( v , n ) ( l - f(υ,n))(l - 2f(v,n))]

with δn = ntγ+δγϊ - n^γ\ Hence

= Σ (v e*)(v

- f(v9n))(l - 2f(v,n)) + O(δn2). (3.34)
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Recall (2.34). Hence for 7α = mα we have

πα/*(7 +

= Σ
vt-r

= [S + 0(s2)]δn0δoίίβ + εΓ £ (t; *«) v)(δn t?)

2eΛ(0) (3>35)

where S and Γ are constants depending on θ and can be computed explicitly. The
analogous computation for π£ is much simpler because an extra factor ε appears
before πjj. We have

(δn v)](v ea)f(v,n)

(3.36)

Moreover,

δY0 = t(θ)δn0

Therefore, up to order o(ε) we have

h(θ) c

.
— ̂  = const, ε £ dZα/lα(z, f ) + o(ε) .

=m« α=1

o(ε),(3.37)

are classicalleading terms in the right sides of (3.37) vanish when Λ,α

solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Assuming this, the last term in (3.32) vanishes as t — > oo. Applying Lemma 3.9

integrated on time we get

limsup limsup ε~2s(fτ\Ψτ)

^ lim inf lim inf / (const. +.
^oo β-*0 0 L

+— Σ const.y
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The proof of Theorem 3.6 is then achieved by the use of the Gronwall lemma. We
shall prove that there exists a positive diffusion matrix D such that

inf £ V(H£,r) = 0, (3.38)
F α,0=l

with H£ defined in (3.11). Hence Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 3.6. Sections 4
and 5 are devoted to prove that (3.38) holds with F^ in a suitable class of local
functions.

4. The Structure Theorem

In this section we define the spaces of functions we will work with, and characterize
their elements. We use several results of [8 and 15] for the simple exclusion. We
first introduce some notations. Since the reference density is fixed, we shall use the
symbol Eμ instead of Eμr.

With any x £ ΛL fixed consider the following alternative description of the
configurations in x. Recall that #(i^) = N. We introduce TV2 numbers c^(v) with
α = —N + d -f 1,..., 0,1,..., d and v G i^. We put

/xOk) = Σ cχ(v)η(x,v). (4.1)

To be consistent with the previous definition of the conserved quantities Ia(ηx)
for α = 0,..., d, we put

c0(tO = α, cu(v) = beΛ v, α =!, . . . ,</

with the constants a and b specified by the normalization conditions below. The
constants ca(v) for α < 0 are chosen so that the mapping ηx —> {/a(^)} is invertible
and the orthogonality conditions below are satisfied. Define

For any / and g functions of ηx define the scalar product

( f , g ) :=Eμ[f(ηx) g(ηx)]=Eμ[f(ηx)g(ηx)]-Eμ[^^^ .

Then we have the orthogonality relations:

(η(;υ)9η( 9 υ ' ) ) = δΌίυfθ(l-θ).

We also require the conditions

(I«(ηx)Jβ(ηx)) = δ«,β, α,j8 = -tf + rf+l,...,0, ! , . . . , < / . (4.2)

For Model I for example we have N — 2d. Let

/α(^) = [20(1 -0)ΓV2 Σ (e«'vyη(x,v), « = ! , . . . , < / ,
ve-r

I0(ηx) = [2dθ(\ - θ)Γm Σ tfav),
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and define /a(?/jc)? a = — d H- 1, . . . , — 1 by

d

!<* := Σ ΛΛβ[η(x9eβ) + η(x, -eβ)] ,
β=\

where ^4aβ are chosen so that

] = <Sα,/?, 0,/ϊ = -rf +!,...,</. (4.3)

The relation (4.3) for α — 0, ...,J holds because of the definition of /«(//* ), α =
0,...,d. It remains to choose ^4αβ so that (4.3) holds for α < 0. This can be done
easily for d ^ 2. In particular, for d = 3 one can choose

A-iβ = [40(1 - 0)Γ1/2(1, -1,0); A,2β = [120(1 - Θ)Γ1/2(1, 1, -2) .

In general, we will use the notation /~,/+ to mean the sets {/α, α <0}, {/α, α ̂
and 7α will denote the centered variable

/ « = / « - £"[/«]. (4.4)

Definition 4.1. Lei

^ = {g /oca/ function of η satisfying (4.5)} ,

= 0, ΣtfW«Ofe)] = 0, α = 0,. . . , < / . (4.5)

Let v be the product measure such that £v[/α] = rn^ for α ̂  0 and g(m) = Ev[g],
Then the second condition is equivalent to

dg(m)
= 0, α = 0 , . . . , r f , (4.6)

«

where m is the vector {mα, α — 0,..., d} and wα = Eμr\Iy\, α = 0,..., d, are the
values corresponding to the equilibrium measure μr.

To make the index notation more transparent, we will reserve latin indices ij,...
to coordinate directions: ij = !,...,£/; greek indices will be used as color indices.

Moreover, we will use the notation:

Y/00?) - g(τejη) - g(η) ,

where (τxη)(y,v) = η(y+x,v) and (τxf)(η) = f(τxη).
Let

( d d }
^=\ ΣΣ^Vy/β(ι,o),β«,yeRy

( «=oy=ι J

be the space of the gradients of the conserved quantities. Define the semi-norm

INI2-! = v( )
with V defined in Definition (3.2). It is not obvious that \\g\\-\ < oo for g G .̂
This is part of the next theorem, which is the main result of this section. We will
say that two elements of ^ are equivalent if they differ by an element of °̂ and
will denote by ^\^° the quotient of ^ w.r.t. this equivalence relation.
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Theorem 4.2. For all g G #, one has \\g\\-\ < oo. Furthermore, let $ denote the
closure of & under the semίnorm || | |_ι and define

((9M = \\\\9 + h\\-ι + \\9-h\\-\} (4.7)

Then ({•>•)) w arc inner product and $ equipped with this inner product is a Hίlbert
space. Moreover & can be decomposed as

Θ ̂ ° := tf. (4.8)

To prove this theorem, we first introduce the concept of degree. Denote by B a
finite set of couples (x,υ) e Zd x ̂  and |£| is its cardinality. We put

>/*= Π fo(*,Ό-0].
(x,ι>)65

For each positive integer n, we denote by Mn the space generated by all monomials
of degree n:

!*!=»
Notice that in this definition all but a finite number of coefficients OCB vanish because
h is a cylindric function. We shall refer to

^ — I I Jί^n — U ^y
ι^y^«

as the space of cylindric functions of degree n. All cylindric functions h can
be decomposed as a finite combination of cylindric functions of finite degree:
^ c U«>ι ^n Let πn be the projection onto Jin and ^ = Σπ>2

π« Then, ^^
is the space of functions of degree two or higher. We introduce on ^^ the fol-
lowing bilinear form and the associated seminorm, based on the symmetric simple
exclusion generator

{{fiί, A»« - l-(Vex(g + A) - Γ*(0 - A)], ||^||ilϊβr - {{^^)}eχ , (4.9)

with Vex(g) defined similarly to V(g) in Definition 3.1 of the previous section, but
with the generator £fs replaced by ££f. More precisely, let

(4-10)

with (l—(- £ l / d 2 . Here μ^m is the canonical Gibbs state of (2/ + l)d sites with
Λc,/ — ̂ α, α = — ̂  + rf + 1, . . , d. Explicitly

d
μt,m = Z^]n Π ^(^α/ - mΛ)μs .

'

Here μ/ denotes the counting measure on the configurations in A/ and Z/?w is the
normalization. With this notation,

r*(0,r) = limsup ^[Kf (gf,//)] .
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We also introduce on <& the inner product defined as

μr

We omit the label r because it is fixed throughout this section.
Recall the following result from [8]. It is proved in [18] when the function h

is a current of a process. The general case is formulated and proved in [8] using
a multiscale integration by parts lemma.

Theorem 4.3. The bilinear form ((•>•)) & is a scalar product on gfcΉ. Moreover, we
have the υariatίonal formula

((g,g)}ex = sup Mo - l-(u,(-^x)u)Q . (4.11)

Furthermore, the sub space ^f^ffi^ is dense in &Ή under the norm || \\-ιt&c asso-
ciated to the scalar product (4. 1 1 ).

The subspace &y is also denoted by ^ex because of the similarity with the
space <§. Clearly, if we replace (-&?) on the right-hand side of (4.10) by (-&s)
we have a lower bound. From the definition of ||#||-ι, we have for all g G

(4.12)

Let us summarize what we have so far. The space ^ C U«>ι ̂  can

composed into degrees, and the subspace of degree two or higher is

Let ^_ C Jί\ be the space of functions

α<0

From condition (4.5) the subspace of degree one is a subspace of M\ and is given
by

<s n M\ = &- e ̂ ° .

Note that as a subspace of the space ^ with inner product ( , }o, the space °̂ is in
the kernel of the inner product. We shall denote the completion of ^/^° w.r.t. || ||-ι
by Ctf '. Note that we have not yet proved the norm || ||-ι is finite on ^/^°. This
will be proved later on in Lemma 4.5. By definition, tf is generated by ^^ Θ ̂ -.
To prove Theorem 4.2, the key estimate is contained in the following theorem:

Theorem 4.4. The bilinear form {(•,•}) is a scalar product in 3f and we have the
variatίonal formula

({g,g}} = sup Mo - ,(-J^»0 . (4.13)
MGJΓ L 4 J

Furthermore, the subspace ££S3C is dense in 3C w.r.t. the norm || ||-ι
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Assuming this result, we can conclude the proof of Theorem 4.2. Clearly, (4.8)
follows from Theorem 4.4 and the decomposition of degree discussed in the previous
paragraph before Theorem 4.4. We next show that {(•,•}} is an inner product. Let
v G ̂ °. By definition,

12 lim CΠ1Λ V, ( £P * \ I 1^*v^ π π rx/Ό Ίr I Λ \ "1 — 11111 ollU rfc\ =>

)

Σ -

The first term converges to (U,—^SU)Q. The second vanishes. The last term can be

computed explicitly since —^~^v has an explicit expression. This gives a formula

for || — ££su + v\\-\ showing that the variational formula holds for —*£su + v. From
Theorem 4.4 and the previous argument, elements of the form —5fsu + v are dense
in <&. Hence the variational formula holds in general. This proves also that ({•,•))
is an inner product and concludes Theorem 4.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. We first note that it suffices to prove that the subspace &stf
is dense in Jf under the norm || ||-ι. Assuming this, we only have to check (4.13)
with g replaced by &sg. But this follows from the definition (4.7) of ({•,•)} and
Definition 3.1.

We now outline the proof that J^JΓ is dense in Jf . The detailed proofs of
lemmas will be presented at the end of this section. We first state the following
lemmas.

Step L

Lemma 4.5. Put Qf = Σqe£ Qχf Then, given ϊ^(ηx),for α < 0, there exist a lo-

cal function h and a function g G @M§ such that

ΪM = (Qxh)(ηx) + g(ηx). (4.14)

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Fix x = 0. For any G G &, we have QG G ̂ ^ Θ ̂ -, because
the null space of Q is generated by 7α for α = 0, . . . , d. Therefore, for any z G ̂ _
we can find a g G ̂ ^ and w G <^_ such that

Qz = g + w .

This relation defines a linear map from ^_ to itself. Our goal is to prove this map is
surjective. Suppose it is degenerate. Then there is a z such that Qz = g. Multiplying
both sides by z we have

(z,ρz)0 = o.
Clearly, ^_ has no non vanishing intersection with the kernel of Q. This concludes
the proof of Lemma 4.5.

Corollary 4.6. For any constant «α G R,

(4.15)
α<0
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Hence for any constant CΛJ G R,

d

Σ
α<0y=l

= 0. (4.16)
-i

Moreover, the semίnorm || ||-ι is finite on Jf.

Proof of Corollary 4.6. From the definition of the norm || | |_ι, it is easy to
prove that (4.16) follows from (4.15). We now prove (4.15). Clearly, ||βA||_ι is
bounded for any bounded local function h. In fact, Qh — ̂ sh — ̂ xh. But | |j^A||_ι
is finite from its definition. On the other hand, £?h G <$e* so that ||jS?/*A||_ι ^
\\£?*xh\\-\^ex < ex) by (4.12). Also, for g G ffl^ one has ||#||-ι ^ ||^||_ι>ex; < oo.
Together with Lemma 4.5, this proves the boundedness of ||/α(^)||_ι and thus
concludes Corollary 4.6.

Step 2.

Lemma 4.7. For any local function g G && and any ε > 0 there is a local function
such that

The proof of Lemma 4.7, will be given later on. Now we conclude the argument
for the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Step 3.

Lemma 4.8. For any w G ̂ _ and any ε > 0 there is a g G JΓ such that

! g e . (4.17)

Assuming this lemma, we now prove Theorem 4.4. Let u G ̂ .̂ Then from
Lemma 4.7 there is g G ̂  such that

ι ^ β . (4.18)

Let w = (1 - $)^sg. From Lemma 4.8, there is an h G Jf such that

| |w-J2iA| |_ι ^ ε . (4.19)

We have thus proved that

||ι/-J^O/-/0||-ι ^ ε . (4.20)

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.4.

Proof of Lemma 4. 7. The proof follows from three steps. The first two steps es-
tablish a priori estimates on the solution, the third is a compactness argument that
provides the conclusion. The a priori estimates hold for the full generator, not only
for its symmetric part and they will be used in the most general form in next sec-
tion, while in this section we only need the ones for the symmetric part. To shorten
the formulas, we will use the notation

S = [j^ex + (JT*)*L A = [&ex - (J2T], Q =
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Moreover, we write

Step 1. First a priori estimate.

Theorem 4.9. Let g be as in Lemma 4.7. For any λ > 0, let uχ be the solution
of the following equation in

= g . (4.21 )

Then for any β ^ 0 there is a constant Cg(β) such that

Σ (* + **) Σ^(«») ^ Cg, un = πnuλ , (4.22)

for sufficiently large a > 0. Recall that D is the Dirichlet form associated to the
generator <£.

Proof. Our goal is to estimate the collision term Q. The asymmetric part A is dealt
with in the same way as in [15]. We write

u = Σ <*>(B)*lB
B

We can interpret α(£)2, up to some normalization, as the probability of finding
"pseudo-particles" at the set B. We denote by Bv the set of x such that (x,v) G B,

VBV= Π (η(x,v)-θ),
x<ΞBv

so that
vis = Π nev ,

vev

with θ the expected value of η(Q,v) w.r.t. the equilibrium measure. Moreover, for
U C Ίf we set

*y= π (»/(*. »)-0)
yGC/

Recall that the cardinality of V is N. Below, U and F will always denote
subsets of i^. We can write

« = Σ Σ Σ«(^U[/)f/B^. (4.23)
z=0 |C/|=/ 5$jc

Given any positive integer n we take the scalar product ( , }o of the (4.21) times
-un. We get

λ(un,un)Q - (un,Qu)0 - (un,Su)o - (un,Au)o = -(un9g)Q . (4.24)

In this proof we will drop the index from the scalar product ( , )o
The right side of (4.24) vanishes unless n ^ Ng, with Ng the cardinality of the

support of the local function g. Moreover, for any ε > 0 we have,

\(uΛ9g)\ ^ ε(un,(-S)un}+ε-l(g,(-SΓlg) ^ ε(un,(-S)un) + C(g,ε) , (4.25)
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and hence

because the sum is finite; later on ε will be chosen as a small constant.
We now bound the left-hand side. The terms involving —S give the Dirichlet

form associated with symmetric simple exclusions, i.e.,

(un,-Su}=De*(un), (4.26)

because S preserves the degree of the polynomials and monomials of different de-
grees are orthogonal.

The terms involving Q can be bounded as follows. We assume n ^ 2, because
$u\ — 0. Writing Q = Σx £?*> f°r anY fixed x we have

(untdt&u) = (un,Qxu)

= Σ Σ Σ «(* U U)a(B U V)(η2

B) (tf , Qxη
v

x} .
ij=\ \U\=i,\V\=jB$x,\B\=n-i

Hence

= Σ (« + nβ) Σ Σ Σ «(* U t/)α(β U r)(rfa (ηu

x, Qxη
v

x}
n ij=\ \U \=i,\V\=j B$x,\B \=n-i

= Σ Σ (e + (» + if ) Σ Σ «(B U ί/XB U F){f/|) {̂ , Qxη
v

x)
n i,j=\ \U\=i,\V\=jB$x,\B\=n

+ Ωf, (4.27)

where

Σ fai> Σ Σ <«(5 U C/)^,(-a)α(5 U
,|5μ« /,y=ι |t/H,|η=y

= Σ_ (*&)( Σ *(£u

and

with

a,» := Σ Σ [(« + \U\Ϋ - (n 4- l/]α(£ U ί/)(ι,|)

Σ
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Since \U\ ^ N, there is a constant C depending on N and β, such that

( / i + l ί / i y - ί / i + l / ^ C(n+N)P-l(\U\-l).

From the Schwartz inequality we have,

431

Σ

x (
\

^ C(n+Nγ

x Σ

Σ Σ

Σ

From the expression of u (4.23) we have:

1/2

V2

1/2

where t{nx ^ 2} is the characteristic function of the event that there are at least
two particles at x. The definition of Q^n and previous inequality show that

/2

The following lemma can be proved with a technique introduced in [15].

Lemma 4.10. Let ω be a bounded function satisfying for some fixed constant
/ that ω(jtι, ...,xn) = Q unless \Xj — Xj\ ^ / for some iή=j. Then there is a constant
C > 0 independent of n such that

ΣE[u2

nω] - CnDex(un) ^ 0 .

Given Lemma 4.10, we have

Σ o*,«| ^ c(« Σ
\m—n\£N

(4.28)

(4.29)

Hence, for n sufficiently large the error term can be bounded with a small fraction
of the Dirichlet form; more precisely, for any δ > 0 we can choose a > 0 sufficiently
large, so that

Σia,Λ | ^ δ(a + nϊ)D(un). (4.30)
X

The term involving A is bounded in a similar way following a procedure intro-
duced in [15] where the following proposition is proved:
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Proposition 4.11. For any wE^ ̂ , there is a constant C independent of n such
that

\(un@Au)\ ^ Vn Σ Dex(um). (4.31)
\m— n\ = \

From (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), (4.30) and Proposition 4.11, by choosing ε and δ
sufficiently small we get the estimate (4.22).

Step 2. Second a priori Estimate

Theorem 4.12. For any λ > 0 there is a constant Cg such that the solution uχ of
(4.21) satisfies the estimate

We first introduce some notation. Note that the operator S restricted to a function
of degree n is the generator of symmetric random walks of n particles with Neumann
boundary conditions whenever two particles of the same velocity are next to each
other. We now introduce a new generator 5 representing the generator of symmetric
simple random walks of n particles. Explicitly, if we write

n

un(n)= Σ Σ u(xι,...,xn\vι,...,vn)]\[η(xi,vι)-ϋ},
xι,...,xnv\,...,vn 1=1

for some function u(x\, . . . ,xn; v\, . . . , vn), the action of S on un corresponds to the ac-
tion on u(x\, . ..,xn;vι,...,vn) of the discrete Laplacian on the coordinates x\,...,xn.

The following corollary of Lemma 4.10 is proved in [15]:

Corollary 4.13. There exists a universal constant C such that for any cylindrίc
function g of degree n

^ Cn(g,(-S)g)0 ,

Proof of Theorem 4.12. From the definition

Since (S — S ) f ( η ) = 0 whenever η is a configuration that no two particles are at
distance one from each other, from Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.13 the H-\ norm
of (S — S))uχ is bounded in the following sense:

| |(S-S))MA||_, ^ Cn~« (4.32)

for any integer α > 0. Note that from Corollary 4.13, the H-\ can be taken w.r.t.
either S or S.

If uχ is a solution of 4.21, we have

((-λ + S + Q+A)uλ,(-SΓl(-λ + S + Q+A)uλ)0 = (h,(-SΓlh)v £ Cg ,

(4.33)
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where we have used (4.32). Expanding the left-hand side we get

+ A]uλ)0 - 2λ(uλ, (~

But

(Suλ,(-SΓlSuλ)Q = -(uλ,Suλ)0 .

Moreover

(uλ,Auλ)0 = 0 ,

hence

(Suλ,(-SΓl[Q+A]uλ)o = ~(uλ9Quλ)Q .

Finally,

(uλ,(-S)~lSuλ)o = -(uλ,uλ)Q .

Therefore

(g,(-SΓlg)o = λ2(uλ,(-SΓluλ)0-(u}Ju^0 + ([Q+A]uλί(-§Γl[

-2(uλ, Quλ)0 + 2λ(uλ, uλ)0 - 2λ(uλ, (~§Γl [Q + A]uλ)Q . (4.34)

All the terms in (4.34) are non-negative but the last one. We now bound
the last term. It contains two contributions, one due to collisions and the other to the
antisymmetric part of the generator. The second one is estimated in [15], where the
following proposition is proved:

Proposition 4.14. There is a constant Cn, growing as a power of n9 such that,
for λ > 0,

λ2

λ(uλ,(-§ΓlAuλ)Q g TΣIMI-u* + ΣCjπ^||^,
^ n n

where

H M l l ι , β c = (u9(-S)u)0 .

We now bound in a similar way the term involving collisions.

Proposition 4.15. There is a constant Cn, growing as a power of n, such that,
for λ > 0,

2λ(uλ9(-SΓlQuλ)o ^ Y.\\^nuA\\e^Y.Cn\\πnuλ\\lex. (4.35)
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Proof. Write Q = Σ* Qx. By definition of Qx we have

λ,(-SΓlQM)0 . (4.36)

The last term is nonpositive and can be omitted to get an upper bound.
The commutator term is bounded as follows: the function u(xι9...9xn',vι9...9vn)

is defined only when the hard core condition is satisfied. We set u(x\, . . . 9xn\ v\9...9

vn) — 0 whenever the hard core condition is violated. For any nonpositive
matrix B on the velocity space let

BjU(x\,...9Xn\V\9...9Vn) = Σ B(Vj,w)u(x\9...9Xn'9Vi9...9Vj-i,W9Vj+i9...9Vn).
w€-r

Note that since we have defined u everywhere by setting u = 0 on the undefined
set, BJ is well defined and independent of the position coordinates. From explicit
computation there exist a nonpositive matrix B and an operator ωx with ωxu = 0
unless xt — Xj = x for some i φy, i.e. there are two particles at the same site, such
that (Qxu) = ΣjBju + ωχu- Note that ωxu may change the degree of u.

By definition, S is an operator independent of the velocity indices. Hence S and
B commute and thus [S,B] = 0. Hence

}v = λ(uλ,[-S-l,ωx]Qxuλ)0

:= Ωi + Ω2 . (4.37)

Clearly, Ωf and Ω| are similar and we only bound ΩI . From the Schwartz inequality,

,(-SΓ1ttλ>o + %(ωxQxuλ,(-SΓlωxQxuλ)0 . (4.38)

Let ώx = ωxQx. Clearly, ώx vanishes unless there are at least two particles at the
same site. Hence from Lemma 4.10 we have

8(ωxQxuλ,(-SΓlωxQxuλ)o ^ *ΣCn\\πnuλ\\ϊίex (4.39)
n

for some constant growing with n as power law. From (4.32), (4.36), (4.37), (4.38),
(4.39), we conclude this lemma.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 4.12, we have thus proved that

(g,(-§Γlg}o ^ (l/2)λ2{uλ,(-§Γluλ)0 - Σ Σ Cm\\u(p\\\ .

Using the (4.22) to estimate ||w^||ι, with β sufficiently large, we have

λ2(uλ,(-SΓluλ)Q ^Cg.

This concludes the second a priori estimate of Theorem 4.12.
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Remark. Of course the a priori estimates we proved are true also if the asymmetric
part of the generator A is absent. We are going to use them in this form in the next
Step 3, to get the proof of Lemma 4.7. In the next section we will use them in the
full form to get a new structure theorem based on the operator <£.

Step 3. This step is similar to the analogous one in [15].

We have constructed solutions to the equation (—λ + S + $Q)uχ — g with
\\U)\\\ + λ\\uχ\\-\^ex uniformly bounded. Then uχ converges weakly to some HO in HI
and λuχ converges weakly to some WQ in H-\^ex. We claim that WQ = 0. To prove
this, we have for all functions veH\ n/f_ι j β x,

(v,Uχ) —>• {V,UQ); λ(v,Uλ) —> (V9 WQ) .

Hence
(t;,w0) = 0 ,

since HI Π H-\tβx is dense in H\. We have thus proved that w0 = 0 in H_ιί6X. Hence
λuχ converges weakly to 0 and thus (S + &Q)uχ converges weakly to g in H-\ίβx.
This implies that some linear combination of (S + $Q)uχ converges to g strongly
in H-\tβx. Hence for any ε > 0 there exist constants α^ equal to 0 for all but a finite
number of λ such that

]Γ} cnχ(S + 3%Q)uχ — g ^ ε .
λ —I, ex

We put u — Σλ v-λUλ As a consequence, for any ε > 0 there is u such that

\\(S + 9tQ)u-g\\-ltex g ε ,

and this concludes the proof of Lemma 4.7.

Proof of Lemma 4.8.

Step 7. Since nondegenerate norms on ^_ are equivalent, we choose arbitrarily one
of them and denote it by || ||. Let z = ]Cα<0

βα4 be any element of ^_ of norm
one. By Lemma 4.7, for any ε > 0 there is g G ̂ ,̂ such that

Let
w = (l-<*)JSS(z-0) (4.40)

be the projection onto degree one space. We claim that for any z fixed,

IHI ^ c
for some constant independent of ε. To prove it we take the inner product of (4.40)
by w and use the fact that w is of degree 1 to get

By definition, (w, j£ζ(z — gf))o = {^ζw, (z — gf))o. Since w is a conserved quantity for
the exclusion process, we have {^w,(z — g)}0 = (βw,(z — 0))0. Hence

- flf),(-β)(z
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Hence

From Theorem 4.9, {#,(— Q)g)v is uniformly bounded. By choosing δ small
enough, we have (w,w)o is uniformly bounded. For future purposes, we note also
that this argument applies if 5£s is replaced by <£.

Since w is uniformly bounded, by letting ε — > 0 we can define a linear map from
^_ to itself. Denote this map by .̂ In order to prove Lemma 4.8 it is sufficient to
show that ^ is nonsingular.

Step 2. Suppose that ^ii is singular. Then for any ε > 0 there is z of norm one and
g such that

Note that these two bounds imply that

11(1 -

- 0) ^ Cε ,

where we have used the triangular inequality for the norm || | |_ι and the equivalence
of norms on ^_ .

Hence we have

Again, the same estimate holds if J&ζ is replaced by 3?.

Step 3. We claim that the last bound implies that ||z|| ^ Cε. Once proved, the
claim implies Lemma 4.8. In fact, assuming the bound, for ε small enough we get
contradiction with the assumption that ||z|| = 1 and hence °U is nonsingular.

We now prove the claim. From the definition of (u,(—Q)u)o we have

2"

<«,(-jβ)n)o=-

Hence

Qo Σ τχu

= \E |βo (z -

By convexity, we have for any local function u, E {QoE[u\^o]}2 ^ E[QQu]2,
where ^Ό is the σ-algebra at the site 0. Note that since g is degree two or higher, so
is h = E(u\^o). Our goal is to prove that Ez2 ^ Cε given that E[QQ(z - h)]2 g Cε
for some h degree two or higher. This is an elementary estimate. Let V denote the
vector space of all measurable functions on the site 0. Let V+ be the kernel of QQ
consisting of functions depending only on /Q~ and π+ be the projection onto V+ with
inner product E[u; v]. Since E[z; ξ] = 0 for all £E V+ we have π+z = 0. Therefore,

E[Q
Q
(z - (1 - π

+
)/*)]

2
 = E[Q

Q
(l - π

+
)(z - h)]

2
 = E[Q

0
(z - h)]

2
 ̂  Cε .
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(Since Q$π+(z ~ h) = 0 by definition of V+ .) Because z — (1 — π+)/z is ortho-
gonal to F+, there is a uniform constant y such that

E[(z - (1 - π+)/*)]2 ^ yE[Q0(z - (1 - π

Since h is degree two or higher,

Ez2 ^ E[(z - (1 - π+)/0]2 ^ yCe .

This proves the bound and concludes the proof of Lemma 4.8.

5. The Diffusion Coefficient

The space ,̂ (see Definition 4.1 and Theorem 4.2) with the scalar product (4.7),
is a Hubert space and it can be decomposed into °̂ and =£^ (4.8). The structure
theorem as well as the scalar product {{ , )) are based on the symmetric part of
the generator, J£ξ. The strategy of the non-gradient method, introduced for the first
time by Varadhan in [16] is to decompose the currents into the sum of a gradient
term and a term of the form & φ. We want to adopt a similar strategy. To do this
we need a new structure theorem based on the complete generator <g . We get such
a theorem following the procedure already used in [8 and 15]. As a consequence
we identify the diffusion coefficient and characterize it by a variational principle.
We will use also in this section the indices α, β, y = 0, . . . , d to denote the "color"
indices, while latin indices i,j\k = I9...,d will denote the d coordinate directions.
We recall the notation:

where (τxη)(y,v) = η(y + x,v) and ( τ x f ) ( η ) = f(τxη). This should not be confused
with the other notation we use:

For any local function g, we set

tj(g) = - lim ̂  L Σ (ej x)ΪM\ - (5.1)
Λ l~*°° [_ jtE/t/ J

Here / and ή denote the centered variables introduced in (4.4). Note that the
sum in the right-hand side of (5.1) is independent of /, for t large enough, since
Eμ[gh(ηx)] = 0 if g does not depend on ηx. Recall that for any functions / and g,

(f,0)o = Σ(fw}, <V, 4θ7o), 0}o = 0, u^0,j=l,...,d. (5.2)
X

It is often convenient to replace the space ^ with a different dense subset of ,̂
namely the space ^c defined as follows:

Definition 5.1. Let

<gc — {g local function of η : E[g \ Ik ] = 0 for some k > 0

and for all values of '/£, α ̂  0} .

Here Eμ[ \ϊk] means expectation conditioned to fixed values of Avx e Λkla(ηx) for
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We claim that ^c — <$. To prove this, suppose that g G ̂ . For any k fixed

and large enough, we have g — gk G ̂ c, where Qk=Eμ[g\ϊk}. Also, by definition,
gk G <3. One can easily prove that ||#/c||-ι is uniformly bounded. Clearly, by the
equivalence of ensembles we have g^ —> E[g] = 0. This proves our claim.

The following lemma provides the expression of the scalar product {{•,•)} on ̂ c.

Lemma 5.2. The scalar product {{•,•)) defined by (4.7) is such that for any

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

Proof. Equation (5.3) follows from the definition of the scalar product and the
arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.4. The orthogonality relation (5.4) follows
by using (5.3) to get

({Jίgflf, ψ«0/o)» - -<V/α(>/o),0)o = 0, α ^ 0 ,

the last step being a consequence of the fact that °̂ is in the null space of the inner
product ( , }o Again using the definition of the scalar product and the structure of
JSζ, we get (5.5). Relations (5.6) and (5.7) are consequence of the definition of the
scalar product and of the relation

Finally, (5.7) follows from explicit computation.

We have the following variational formula for the variance V.

Theorem 5.3. For any g G ̂  the variance V(g) := ({g9g}) satisfies the variational
principle

= sup
1

£ c«t«(g)+(g,h}0--

+ Eμ Σ
\2 /

+Σ
) q€Ά V

(5.8)
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Proof. For g e & the following identity holds:

l-((g,g}}=Sup(((g,u))-l-((u,u))\ .
Z U^c I Z J

439

(5.9)

By the structure theorem, Theorem 4.2, for any ε > 0 there exist a set {cj} and
h G 9 such that

d

Σ Σ <ε .

Hence, since ε is arbitrary, we get

~({&0» = SUP
Z r<x ι.c.(β

Σ Σ cycf<{ψβ,v^
α^OJ^l 0^0,1^1 J J

Finally, using Lemma 5.2 in (5.10) we get the result.
We need another structure theorem for ̂  so that its elements can be decomposed

in terms of a gradient and j£?^. Theorem 5.5 below provides such a decomposition.
First of all note that the following inclusion relations hold:

C

o

Recall the expressions (2.20) and (2.22) of the currents wjx (we set x = 0 and omit
the position label) given by

Q ^—\ , -^ (s)0 i V~^ s \

j ' -* J V ) j / j \ J /

*/("). α = 1,..., rf ,

with

^}~ ~[n(ej,v)

(5.11)

(5.12)

Note that w° $&. It is obvious that there exist constants c^ such that

*? = < - Σ cf

The explicit form of c^ is not important and all the computations in this sec-

tion are independent of cf^. In the same way, one can define σ*α = w*α -

9. Note that from (5.3), for g e 9, (g,wf)o = (g,σξ)Q and
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Lemma 5.4. Suppose g €$. Then for a = Q,...,d and j = \,...,d,

-<0,σ;α}0 , (5.13)

-<gf,σ;}0 , (5.14)

, «,&»,./ = 1,- .rf (5.15)

o), i,j = l,...,d.

Proof. The relations (5.13) and (5.14) follow from the identities

JS? Σ Σ w/,x

and the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.7 in [8]. To prove (5.15),
from (5.1) and (5.16) and the definition of σf we get

χtf(σf) = Km ̂  \σf
J / J.r>^ I J

= lim Eμ

= lim

w

'> Σ

Clearly, if y = t = / or αφjβ, then tf(σj) = Q by the reflection symmetry. Hence we
assume / =7 and a — β. But under this assumption we can replace 5£ by J^ζ. On
the other hand, from (5.6) and (5.7),

lim ΓdE

This proves Lemma 5.4.

Next we state the second structure theorem for .̂

Theorem 5.5.

(i)

Furthermore,

(5.17)

V (5.18)
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Similarly, ^w* + g*<3 = <$ and

(5.19)

Proof of (i). All the ingredients of the proof have been already presented in Sect. 4.
In fact, suppose first that g is of degree 2, namely g e ̂ .̂ Under this assumption
the analog of Lemma 4.7 hold:

Lemma 5.6. For any local function g G έffl^ and any ε > 0 ί/zere is a local function
u G ̂  swc/z ί/zαί

flfH-i^ ^ ε .

same statement is true with 3? replaced by «£?*.

Proof. The lemma follows from the same three steps of the proof of Lemma 4.7.
The first two steps are already given in Sect. 4 in a form which includes the present
case (Theorems 4.9 and 4.12). They provide a priori estimates for the solution uχ
of (4.21). The third step is to show that we can find the function u as the limit
as λ goes to 0 of uχ. The argument in Sect. 4 is easily adapted to the present
context because the norm || | |_ι is bounded by || ||-ι jβχ according to (4.12). This
concludes the proof of the Lemma 5.6.

To conclude the proof of (i) we have to show it for g of degree 1, namely
g G &-. This is the analog of Lemma 4.8. Once the previous Lemma 5.6 is proved,
as we already pointed out, the proof of Lemma 4.8 holds also with Jg replaced
by 5£ . This concludes the proof of i).

Proof of (U). Let q G ̂ w. By Theorem 4.2 for any ε > 0, there are vε G ̂ ° and
u G 0 such that

\\q-υε-&su\\-ι < ε .

Since υε _L ϊ£su, ||ι^||-ι is uniformly bounded and we can take the limit ε — » 0 of the
mapping q — >• vε to define a map &~. We claim that &~ is an invertible transformation
from &w to °̂. In fact, since these two spaces have the same dimension, it is enough
to show that £Γ is not degenerate. Suppose on the contrary that there is q G ̂ w such
that ZΓq — 0, i.e. for any ε > 0 there is a g G ̂  such that

Suppose q = ΣαJ qjσj. Then, choose p e °̂ such that p = £αj. ̂ Vy/
α. We have

By (5.15) of Lemma 5.4, there is a constant c such that

I «?,/»» I ̂
Combining the last two inequalities and choosing ε arbitrarily small, we have q = 0.
This proves the invertibility of &~9 which implies immediately the first of (5.17).
The second of (5.17) follows from this and the application of i) to J£ .̂ This
proves (ii).
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We now prove the bound (5.18) on V. By Theorem 5.3 the left side of (5.18)
is equal to

{ / \ I d

Σ tftf ί Σ b j σ f + &g I + ( Σ
^'" \ / \ / O

LOC / \2 / \ 2
V^ i /Γ7 r /^\\2 I v~^

In particular, let h = — g and bf = bf χ . Hence from Lemma 5.1 we can bound the
last expression from below by

2 Σ Xbftfl Σ b]σ]+<?g\-( Σ b]σ]+<*g,g
102=0,12=1 V y S l . T δ O / \ y i l , r f e O

By definition of <e, (&g,g}0 = {^0,0)0- Also, from (5.13) t](&g) = -(g,w*y)0χ.
To summarize, we have

qσj+<eg ^ Σ χ Σ qσ] - (grfβ)o

. (5.20)

Since ^ G ̂ , ( σ , g f ) 0 = ( w , g f ) 0 by (5.14). By definition wf + wf" = 2wjί)/?, and

hence (gf,w^* +ϋf)0 = 0. Together with (5.15)

(5.21)

This proves the bound on V and concludes Theorem 5.5.
To use this decomposition of the Hubert space, one should introduce a scalar

product based on the inverse generator 5£~λ instead of using {{•,•}} in which only
the symmetric part appears. Unfortunately, we do not know how to give sense
to 5£~λ , so the arguments based on it are only formal and we have to introduce
a suitable map T below to make the computation rigorous. At a formal level one
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can think of the map T as T = Jξj£? l, so that formally ((g,Th)) — (g, ££ lh)o.
With this in mind, it is easy to understand the statements of Theorems 5.7 and 5.8
below and the calculus of the diffusion matrix.

Theorem 5.7.

(i) Let
uβj = χVjIβ . (5.22)

Define T to be the linear transformation from <& to & s. t.

( \
M Σ δfσf + JSfgf = Σ 6fwf + J^gf. (5.23)

Then T is bounded above by 1, hence can be extended by continuity to <&. Moreover

(a) TVjI,(η) -L &*<$ for j ^ l,α ^ 0 ,

(b) ((TV,Ia(η),σ;β)} = iδijδ^V^M .

(ii) Let M be the matrix (with double indices (α, z) and ( β 9 j ) )

Then the diffusion matrix D is given by

(5.24)

As a quadratic form, D ^ Ds and D φ Ds, where (Ds)f- = χδ^βδfj. Furthermore,
there exist constants D0, D\, D2, Dτ> and D$ such that

D*jί = δj.kδt.βίDoδ^o + A(l - δ^ + Σkδ^+Dsδa.jδβj+DtδMδu . (5.25)

(iii) Since T is one-to-one and the image is dense, its inverse T~l is well-defined
on a dense subset of&. For any ξ in the domain ofT~l,

A similar statement holds with T replaced by T*.

Proof of (ί). The inequality (5.18) is precisely the statement that the map T in (i)
is bounded by 1. To prove (a), recall that V//α as an element of ^ can be written as

Σβ>oy>ι auσj + ̂ 9 w^ # ^ ̂  (approximation arguments are needed here and
in the following). Then, by the definition of the map Γ,

From Lemma 5.2 and (5.14) we get

)0, ((uβj,^*h)) = -(σf,h)0 .
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Then

To prove (b) of (i) we observe that, again by definition of Γ,

By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.4 we have,

Similarly

«M?,σΓ»

From the definition of u\ (5.22) and the identity (5.7),

Hence we get the result.

Proof of (ii). The diffusion coefficient is a matrix D*'J characterized by

From (a) of (i),

(( σΓ - Σ DlfW* ' TVkIy }} = 0 (5.26)

for all k and y. From (b) of (i),

Σ £#XV = ̂ α^y^(W«) - (5.27)
y^ι,/?^o

Hence

Since Γ is bounded above by 1, so is M (as a quadratic form). Hence as a quadratic
form we have D ^ Ds. The proof of £>ΦA is similar to the one in [8]; D = Ds if
and only if {{ΓV//α, V//?)) = <5/,7 <$α,/^(Wα). This implies ΓV//α = Vz /α + ^Φ But
φ = 0 because otherwise \\T\\ > 1. Hence ΓV//α = Vz/α By (a) of (i) it follows that
V//α(f?) -L Jίf*^ and this leads to contradiction.

Finally, we claim from symmetry arguments,

«VA, ΓV/^)) = 0, if δv + δkj + ^^,α + 4,/ί - 1 or 3 for some 1 ̂  k ^ d .

(5.28)
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Consider the reflection symmetry

R\(χ) = (-Xl9X2,Xl), R\(V) = (-Vι,V2,V3),

Rι(η(x,υ)) = η(Rλx,Rλυ\ x e Z, v e ΊT .

Clearly, the commutator [Rι,&] = Q. Hence |7?ι,Γ] = 0. Furthermore, RI is an
isometry on ^ with inner product ({•,•)}. Together with [R\, T~\ = 0, we have

By definition of R\, if ίΦl , then Rι(Wι) = -W\ Similarly, if αφl , then
^ι(Vι/α) = — Vι/α. On the other hand, if α φ l and z'φl or if α = / = 1,
then /?ι(\///α) = \///α Hence if the indices satisfy the condition of (5.28) for k = 1
then

Hence ((Vil^TVjIβ)) = 0. This proves (5.28).
Furthermore, there are permutation symmetries. Let R^ (&φ?f) denote the per-

mutation of the coordinate axis k — > f . Then

= α if α = 0) . (5.29)

Since D inherits the symmetries of {(V//α, ΓVy/^)}, (5.25) holds. This proves (ii).

Proof of (Hi). Suppose ξ = Σ,^ι,/?^o*f«f + ̂  From (5 23)'

Σ

Hence (iii) follows from explicit computation using Lemmas 5.2, 5.4 and the defi-

nition of wf .

Remark. The inverse of Γ, 7?, was considered in [8]. The proof of its boundedness
given there, based on open mapping principle, is incorrect. But the operator R was
only used to derive a variational formula for the diffusion coefficient. The variational
formula in [8] is indeed correct and only minor modifications are needed to prove it.

Starting from [26] one can get variational characterizations for the diffusion
coefficient and for its inverse. These formulas have been given in [26] for the
asymmetric simple exclusion process.

Theorem 5.8. The following variational representation for the diffusion matrix D
holds: For any a = {aj G R, α = 0, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , d},

a Da = - inf ((σ a + &h, σ a + ^h)) , (5.30)

a D~la= - inf {{ V7 a + ^h, V7 a + JS?A» . (5.31)
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Here Θ = χF"(Vz /α) is the "susceptibility" Moreover, we used the notation

V/ = {V, /α, α = 0,. ..,</, i=l,...,d}, a v=Σ Σ a\b\ ,
γ=0 (t=l

a Aa= Λ .

Proof. The proof follows closely the arguments in [26], taking advantage of the
fact that M and Z) are symmetric because of the isotropy. We report it for sake
of completeness. First note that, because of the isotropy, F(V//α) is independent
on z,α.

From part (a) of the statement (i) in Theorem 5.7 J*?*^ _L Γ^°, where

Σ ajTVjIΛ(ηQ)9 a] G R

Note that the dimension of °̂ and ^w? defined in (ii) of Theorem 5.6, are the
same. From part (b) of (i) in Theorem_5.7 and (ii) of Theorem 5.6, we have the
following orthogonal decomposition of 3ί:

0 = &*% Θ

Hence the current can be represented, up to some approximation, as

for a suitable g e ̂  and a suitable matrix ^4. It is easy to check that A can be
identified with D~1

9 by multiplying previous relation by TV I and using (ii) of
Theorem 5.7. As a consequence, we have

inf V(a [σ* - D(TVI)] - &*g) = 0 .
g£%

From (iii) of Theorem 5.7,

((ξ,Tξ)) = ((T*ξ,(T*ΓlT*ξ)) = ((T*ξ9T*ξ)) .

Hence, taking into account (i) and (ii) in Theorem 5.7, one gets (5.30).
To prove the formula for D~λ we recall that by definition D is such that, up to

some approximation,

σ* - DVI - £>*g = 0

for some g. Substituting this in (5.30) we get

a Da= mf-V(a DVI-&*g).
gevχ

Put b — Da. The previous formula becomes (5.31). This concludes Theorem 5.8.
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Remarks.

1) The variational formulas easily provide upper and lower bounds for D
(see [26]).

2) We can combine Theorems 5.8 and 5.3 to obtain variational formulas involv-
ing only the scalar product ( , )0 and expectations w.r.t. the equilibrium measure.
Since this formula is quite complicated and its derivation from Theorems 5.8 and
5.3 is straightforward, we shall not present it here. A similar formula for the simple
exclusion process has been given in details in [8].

3) Note that D\ and D2 in (5.25) contribute to the shear viscosity, while the bulk
viscosity is ζ = D^ -\-D$. The coefficient DO does not play any role in the present
setup. In fact it would be relevant only in the behavior of the total density /o, which
differs from a constant for terms of higher order in ε than 7α for α > 0, because of
the incompressible limit. Therefore we do not need to discuss its evolution.

To conclude this section we note that it is possible to connect the diffusion
matrix we found to a Green-Kubo-type expression. The connection is only formal
because it is hard to give a rigorous meaning to such an expression. The formal
argument follows the one presented for the simple exclusion process in [27].

By the definition of D, σ — DVI G &&. Therefore, there are local functions
g = {gj, α = 0,...,rf, j = l,...,d} such that,

y,k

Of course, such a relation is not literally true, but some approximation arguments
are necessary.

We claim that for any a = {a* G R, α = 0,..., d9 j = I9...9d}9

a Da = χa a + χΘ~l((^g - a, &sg a)) . (5.32)

In fact, from part (ii) of Theorem 5.7,

a (ΘD)~la = ((a V/,7α V/}) .

Replacing V/ with D~l[σ - &g\ and recalling that T(σ + &g) = χVI + &SG9 we
have

χ~lθa - Da = ((a (σ - &g)9a (VI - &8g)))

By Lemma 5.4 the first term is just θa a.
Now we use the fact that VI is equivalent to 0 in the scalar product

We have

α, V/ α)) + {{σ - a9&sg a)) = -{σ* a9g α}0 - (σ a9g a)Q = 0 ,

because σ -f σ* = 2χVI. This proves (5.32).
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By Lemma 5.2, and the relation ££g = [σ — DVI], we have

((&g - a,&sg a)) = -(^g - a,g a}0

= -([σ - DVI] a&-\σ - DVI] a)0 = -{σ a^~lσ a)Q .

Since — σ = σ* — 2χV/, we have

f = **. A β-:f dt(σ* α exp[J2Ό<τf ><> . (5.33)
^ 0

The formal relation (— J^f)"1 = J0°° dtQxp[^t] implies the Green-Kubo formula for
this model:

Here

is the integrated current-current time self correlation.
In the Green-Kubo formula (5.33) the first term represents the contribution to

the diffusion due to the symmetric simple exclusion process, while the second one is
the deterministic diffusion, which is positive by part (ii) of Theorem 5.7, provided
that the integral is finite.

6. Eigenvalues Estimates

In this section we prove Theorem 3.10, which is parallel to Theorem 4.2 in [8]
for the symmetric simple exclusion process. If one can establish the spectral gap
and the log-Sobolev inequality for the full dynamics 5£s + J£?c, then a parallel proof
will conclude Theorem 3.10. We do not follow this route because the spectral gap
and log-Sobolev for <gf + &c are hard to obtain. Instead, we shall control the
fast modes 7~, which are conserved quantities for JS?/* but not for <£c ', using the
following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Put Qf = Σ^ δo/ Suppose that 7α, α = -N + d + 1, . . . , - 1,
defined as in (4. 1 ), satisfy

Eμ[Ix(ηx);Iβ(ηx)] = 0, α < 0, β < 0, αΦjβ , (6.1)

where μ is any equilibrium measure for the whole dynamics, L e.

μ = Z~l exp ( Σ /ι«/α(ιy)l μr . (6.2)
I α=0 )

Let zα = Eμ[Ia(ηx)]. Then there exist a local function υ and a function g G &e

z

x

such that
/«te) -zΛ = (βiOOk) + 0fa*λ ^ < 0 . (6.3)

!* is the analog of ^ex with the measure μr replaced by μ given by (6.2)
with chemical potentials «a chosen so that Eμ[IΛ(ηxy\ = za, a = 0, . . . , d.
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Lemma 6.1 is exactly the same as Lemma 4.5 except that the measure is not
restricted to μr. Note the orthogonality relation (6.1) is the same as (4.3) except
that the reference measure was changed accordingly. The proof of Lemma 6.1 is
exactly the same as Lemma 4.5 and we omit it.

Recall the definitions of ώ, ω and /U in (3.A). Denote x G Λ^ σ by x G σ, and

let Iff = ΪΛ- For any local function hx, let

Av *,!/

From the definition of ώ we have (ώ * h)(x) = A.v\σ_x\^khσ, where σ G (2/4- \}TLd.
For the rest of this chapter, Av|σ_Λ.j^^ takes this meaning and we shall not repeat it.
The following theorem is a restatement of Theorem 4.6 in [8]. Indeed, Theorem 6.2
summarizes the result for the "case 1" in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [8]. The proof
given in [8] is somehow sketchy; details can be found in [25].

Theorem 6.2. Suppose h is a local function. Then for any constant y > 0 and
smooth function J,

^lirr^lim \ εd~2 // £ J(εx) Av hσ - Eμr Av hσ\ϊk,x\ dμr

^ 0 . (6.4)

Here k = Sε~2/d and E^[h\ϊk,x] has been defined in Sect. 4, ϊk = {ϊa,k,a = -N +
d -|-1,..., d}. Finally Dex is the Dίrίchlet form associated to «£?/*, defined in (3.14).

Proof of Theorem 3.10. Step 1. Consider the decomposition

/ \
Av^= λvhx-hσ )+hσ:=hσ+hσ. (6.5)
x£σ \x£σ J

Since Eμr\hσ\ϊ+] = 0, we can bound hσ with standard perturbation argument so that

ί r
lim lim <ε~2 ffAvJ(εx) Av hc

^-^ooε^O 1 J J χ \_\σ-x\<h
dμr -const.γ~ lεd ^ J2(sx}

x<EΛL

Av

From the entropy bound and the fact that ψ is a local Gibbs state defined in (3.1),
one can check that

lim l imJε^ Σ , Av J(sx)2

^^ooε^O [ X^ΛL \σ-x\£k

^ const. fJ(z)2dz V(h,r).
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Hence the second term converges to the second term in (3.29). This procedure
was carried out in details in e.g., [16, 8] and we omit the details (see Sect. 6 of [8],
pp. 1264-1266).

Step 2. We now bound hσ. Applying Theorem 6.2, one has

lim lim [εd-2!f Σ J(*x)\ Av hσ - E» \ Av hσ\ϊk,x}} dμβ
->ooβ->0 X€AL |>-*l<* |>-*l<* JJ

Note that the conditional expectation is w.r.t. /^ on the block Λk and 7/t = {/α,fc,
α = — N + d + 1, . . . , d}. We would like to replace the canonical expectation by the
grand canonical expectation. More precisely, let μ2, w be the grand canonical measure
such that

Eμ2>w[I«] = Wα, α = -N + d 4- 1,.. ., J

explicitly μ2,w is the product measure with marginal measure given by

ί d \μ2,w = Zr^ exp < Σ λJΛ(η) > μr . (6.6)

Note that in the definition of μ^ w we specify the averages of 7α also for α > 0,
while in the definition of μ\tW in Sect. 3 we only specified the averages of /α for
α < 0. Fixed the local empirical averages I^k the corresponding grand canonical
expectation is defined by

Av hσ

-*!<*

with w = ϊk,x. Let ϋx denote the difference

ΰx=E^A Av hσ]-E^\ Av hσ\ϊkλ .
l\σ-x\<k J [\σ-x\<k J

We claim that this difference is negligible in the sense that for any y > 0,

lim lim \ εd~2 ff Σ ^(εjc)^φr - yε~2s(f) \ ^ 0 . (6.7)

The strong equivalence of ensembles states that ϋx is small provided ϊ^x is bounded
away from 0 or 1. A precise statement is given in Corollary 6.3 in [22]. We state
a simplified version in our context: For some small constant y,

* - (6.8)
otherwise .
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The second bound is proved in [22] only if ϊ^x is bounded away from 0 or 1 in the
sense that k~d/2 ^ 7M ^ 1 -k~d/2. On the Other hand, if 7M ^ k~dl2, then the

number of particles for each color is less than k~d/2. Hence both Eμ2>w[Av\σ_x\<khσ]

and Eμr[Av\σ_x\<khσ\ϊk,x] are bounded by Ck~d/2 and (6.8) holds trivially.
From (6.8) one has

Σ < Ck~d .

From the entropy inequality the left side of (6.7) is bounded by

exp< ^ .
(x£ΛL

It is now standard to bound the last term by

x<EΛL

< εd~2Eμr

Σ Cε

Taking the limit and remembering k = Sε 2/d ', we have proved

lim lim εd~2ff
- - \σ-x\<k

hσ -
1*,* \ Av hσ] } dμr

[\σ-x\<k J J

γε,ί/-4

The change from s ( f ) to s(f\ψ) is not important in the previous argument.

Step 3. We would like to replace the expectation Eμ2>w with the one w.r.t. μ\^
defined in Sect. 3, with ya — wα for α = 0,...,ί/. Let us consider the difference

Av hσ -Eμι'Y Av hσ\ .
-Jc|<A: J l\σ-x\<k J

To prove Theorem 3.10, it suffices to prove, for δ small enough,

(6.9)

lim lim { εd~2ff Σ J(εx)τxudμr - ysd^DΛL(^f) - δ~lε-2s(f\ψ) } ^ 0 .
S-+OOB-+O (̂  χeλL J

(6.10)

4. Since μz are product measures for ί = 1,2, we can drop the average over σ
and u is simply

ι/(w) - (6.11)
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Note that from the definition of μz , / = 1,2, we have

Eμ^[IΛ] = w« = yα =#"•'[/«], α - 0,...,rf . (6.12)

But this equality fails for α < 0. Furthermore, even though (6.12) holds, it fails if
7α is replaced by nonlinear functionals of /α (α ^ 0).

Define

d

ux(w) = τxu(w) -φx = τxu(w) - Σ c^^x(I^x - z^x) , (6.13)
ai=-N+(d+\)

where

za,x = & L*a,jtjj *V,α,Jc = ~^

From the entropy inequality one has for δ > 0,

ε~2// Av J(εx)uxdμ

(6.14)

By definition of c/?αj jc, we can apply Lemma 3.7 to bound the first term on the
right-hand side of (6.14) provided δ is small enough. Hence one has

lim li exP \δ Σ J(εx)ύx
= 0, (6.15)

provided δ is small enough. Therefore, to prove Theorem 3.10, we only have to
bound φx defined by the second of (6.13), in the sense that for any γ > 0 and δ
sufficiently small,

^ lim J sd~2 // Σ J(Bx)φxdμr - yεd-4DΛL(^/f) - δ~^-2s(f\^ 1 ^ 0 .

(6.16)

Step 5. We claim the following estimates hold:

Cκ,t,x = 0, α ̂  0, (6.17)

and
lim cα?Λ;c = 0, α < 0. (6.18)

We shall prove these two estimates in Step 6. Assuming these two estimates, we
now prove (6.16).

From Lemma 6.1, one has, for all α < 0, I^x — z^x — Qxvx + ξ^x with ξΆiX e

&Zχ. From the integration by parts,

Σ Qχvχdμ z
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Hence (6.16) holds if we neglect the contribution of ξ^x e $z*x. On the other hand,
from the entropy bound,

ε-2 / / Av J(εx)ξx,xdμ

J(εx)ξ^x (6.19)

Because £α?JC E ^Zχ , we can apply Lemma 3.7 and this concludes the proof of (6.16).

Step 6. Finally we have to prove (6.17) and (6.18). From (6.12), the value of u(w)
does not change if we replace h in the definition (6.11) by

hx:=h-ζx:=h- Σ (e + βΌCί*,* - *α,*)

for some constants e and 0α?jc.
Since ψ is a local Gibbs state given by (3.1), we can choose constants e and

a^x such that hxe^Zχ. Because the statements of (6.17) and (6.18) are local, we

shall drop the subscript x and assume that, without loss of generality, hx£$Zτ.
By definition one has the identity

T T/_-/ /_-/
-N+d+\ x

By definition, μ2,z = μι,z := A'z and

(6.20)

= 0, α < 0 .

From the orthogonality relation E^^ Iβ] = 0 for αφj?, one has

=°. *«*/*•
Hence

Since h £ ^z, we have
in (6.19), we have proved (6.17).

For α < 0 we have

du

-0,

= ° if β = ° Usinβ these identities

(6.21)
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Using the Schwartz inequality we get

W;i; Σ /"Oh)

^ ^2E*[E*[h\I}]',E*[h\li]]l/2 . (6.22)

Next lemma shows that, since h G ̂ z, the last term approaches to 0 as *f — » oo.
This concludes (6.18).

Lemma 6.3. Suppose h G ̂ z Then

lim SdEμz[Eμz[h\ϊ+];Eμz[h\ϊ+]] = 0 . (6.23)
—

Proof. Let /z(F) = ̂ [̂λ], where μ\^γ was defined in (3.16). It is not hard to check
that the equivalence of ensembles implies that for some y > 0,

Eμz[(Eμz[h\ϊ+] -h(Y = 7+));CE^ [/z|/+] -h(Y = /+))] ^ const. zT^ . (6.24)

From the assumption h G ̂ r one has

= ° α = °'
where zα = ̂ z [/α]. From the Taylor expansion we have

h(Y) = A(Y - z) + higher order terms ,

where A denote the quadratic terms. Assume that ϊj has a Gaussian distribution
with mean z. Then

£*[*(/;>; *(/;>] ~ ̂ [β(/; - ^); eσ; - *>ι - ^~2" , (6.25)
and we have proved (6.23). The proof of (6.25) is elementary and involves only
i.i.d. random variables. Since similar estimates were proved in [8] (Lemma 3.1) and
in more details in [25] (Lemma 11.3), we omit the details.
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